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Term 3 - Week 1 - Day 1

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 the magerzines front cover was of a women in a strikeing long briliant green dress it caught  

 adelles  eye as soon as she walked into the newsagents she had been wondering what to   

 where to her year twelve gradguation and now she knew exactly it was this  ______________ 

  _______________________________________________________________________________________ 
  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Nouns are the name of people, places, animals or things. Are the following words proper  

 nouns or common nouns? List them on the appropriate lines below:  
 ball  /  tracey  /  vegemite  /  roald dahl  /  google  /  beagle 

 Proper nouns:  ___________________________________________________________________  

 Common nouns:  _________________________________________________________________

3. Contractions are shortened forms of two words.   

 Is this contraction used correctly in this sentence? If not, write the correct word:  
 You’re mortgage payments are due each month.  ___________________________________

4.  Can you remember the meaning of definite articles to complete this question?  
 Write the definition of definite articles: _____________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Writing Time! Finish this sentence. (Challenge! Try and write at least two paragraphs.  
 You may need to another book for extra pages to complete your awesome story).  
 They knew the only way to sort out who was the fastest was to have a race on their ... 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  
 What will be the time nine and three quarter hours from now? ________________________  
 Show these times on the clock faces:

9:01 1:18 3:49
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7. Write the number displayed on the abacus:    
 ______________________________________

8. Write the grid reference for Melbourne: _____________________________________________  
 List the possible grid references for New South Wales: _______________________________  
 Discussion: On this map the grid references for Melbourne and Griffith would be the same.  
 How could we distinguish between these two places? ________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

9. How many faces does this 3D shape have? _________________  
 How many corners/vertices does this 3D shape have? _______  
 How many edges does this 3D shape have? ________________

10.                            Richard bought 3 new games for  
                            $26.65 each. How much did all 3  
                            games cost in total? ___________

A

B
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D

E

F
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Term 3 - Week 1 - Day 2

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 jump yelled her frends waiting for her to leap the stream and join them on the other side 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of verbs to complete this question? 
 Write the definition of verbs:  ______________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Locate the incorrectly spelled words. Write them correctly:  
 The historec and picturesk garden was not only bountyful with fruit, but also had a labarinth  

 which visiters enjoied negoteating.  _________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  Synonyms are words that have similar meanings. Write a word or phrase with a similar  

 (or same) meaning as the words highlighted:  She asked her aunty if she would teach her  

 how to knit so she could create her very own scarf in time for winter.  ___________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Rearrange these words in alphabetical order: _______________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  

 

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What was the time 35 minutes from now?  __________________________________________  
 If it is Monday and the time is 11:56am, what day and time is it in 24 hours?  ____________

7. Write the lowest common multiple of 5 and 4:  _______________________________________

8. Complete the counting pattern. Determine the rule: 
 2    4    7    11   ______  ______  ______  ______  ______   Rule: _________________________

9. How many cubic centimetres are  
 in this rectangular prism? 
 _____________________________ 

10. Jim uses 3 
4  a cup of flour and 1 

2  cup of sugar. How many cups of dry ingredients does he  
 have altogether?  ________________________________________________________________

6cm

4cm

4cm

uncivilised     uncanny     attachment     attention     enthralled     envious 
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 i made the asumption that the attorney wantd me two make an apointment becourse i  

 was ancious regarding my purchuse of the property at 14 turner strat newmarket ________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Adjectives are describing words. Write six examples of adjectives: 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Rearrange these words. The words in the box are spelled correctly to help you: 
 uflunwal  __________________   eatrnltar __________________  
 recuso  ___________________  eucas ______________________ 

4.  Can you remember the meaning of metaphors and similes to complete this question?   
 Write whether the following sentence is a metaphor or simile: 
 The woman’s hair was black satin in the moonlight.  __________________________________

5. Rhetorical questions are asked when an answer is not needed (e.g. Why would anyone  

 hurt an animal?). Write which sentence is a rhetorical question: 
 a) Are you kidding?   b) Are you being serious, now? _____________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time 55 hours and 16 minutes from now? ____________________________  
 243 months = _____________ years _____________ months

7. On your calculator which symbol is used to complete these equations:  

 32           8 = 4           6 x 7           21 = 2

8. Which state occupies the south eastern section of  
 mainland Australia?  __________________ If I wanted  
 to travel north from Sydney which capital city would  
 I be heading towards? __________________________  
 Which state is directly west of New South Wales?   
  ______________________________________________

9. Converting Litres (L) to millilitres (mL) x 1000.  

 Converting millilitres (mL) to Litres (L) ÷ 1000. How many litres in 9 600mL? __________

10. James has $24.80 in his wallet, for his birthday he receives $92.50. 
 How much money does he have if he spent half his money on a new wallet?  ______________

Term 3 - Week 1 - Day 3
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unlawful
source alternate

sauce
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 the leada of the federal goverment in Australia is called the prime minister mrs mac was  

	 explaning	to	her	class	and	the	offisial	residense	of	the	prime	minista	is	kirrabillie	house	in	 

 sydney __________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. An adverbial phrase is a group of words which can be used instead of an adverb  

 (e.g.  Lisa ate her dinner at a frantic pace – a phrase used instead of saying ‘quickly’).  

 Write an adverbial phrase to finish this sentence: It was a new computer… _____________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Apostrophe of ownership: for singular words to show possession of one owner, add an  

 apostrophe then the letter s to the owner (e.g. dolphin’s tail, Ollie’s toothbrush).  For  

 plural words, that end in s, to show ownership, add an apostrophe after the s (e.g.  

 teachers’ staffroom). Write six examples of an apostrophe of ownership of a common  
 or proper noun: _________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  A metaphor is when we compare two things but we say one thing is the other  

 (e.g. the sea is an angry dog). Create your own metaphor to add to this sentence. 
 The hen’s eggs...  _________________________________________________________________

5. A colon ( : ) is used after a statement that introduces a list or examples (e.g. My best  

 friends are:  Toby, Nathaniel and Jerimiah). Rewrite the sentence/s placing the colon in  
 the correct position: I have four favourite foods chips, mango, macadamia nuts and tofu. 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time sixty-nine hours and forty-one minutes from now? ______________  
 604 minutes = _____________ hours _____________ minutes

7. Write these percentages as a fraction in lowest terms:   75% = ______ = ______ 

 37% =  ______,           60% =  ______  =  ______  =  ______,          24% =  ______  =  ______ 

8. Imagine there is a compass on the floor of your classroom with north pointing to the front of 
 the room. What direction is the door from your desk?_________________________________

9. Write the most appropriate unit (km, m, cm, mm) to measure the distance from your house  
 to the beach: ____________________________________________________________________

10. Kerry has $15.85, she spends $8.60 and puts 50c in the shop charity box. How much  
 money does she have left?  _______________________________________________________

Term 3 - Week 1 - Day 4
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 the bodie is made up of many musles that enable us to run very fast or lift quite hevy obgects 

 however I bet you cant guess which is the strongist musle in the bodie its the tounge ________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun (e.g. her, him, its, themselves).  
 Write the correct pronouns into this sentence (he / him / himself): 
 The man’s television had stopped receiving signals so ____________ had to call an expert  

	 repair	person	because	climbing	up	on	to	the	roof	to	fix	the	aerial	was	too	dangerous	for	 

 _____________ to do _____________.  

 If you think I’m going to run _____________________ (behind / from) the car, you’re crazy!

3. A prefix is a letter or group of letters placed before or in front of a word to change its  

 meaning (e.g. un, re, mis). Correctly add a prefix to this word: ______________ satisfactory

4.  Can you remember the meaning of homophones to complete this question?  
 Write two separate sentences to explain these homophones: 
 medal:  _________________________________________________________________________  
 meddle:  ________________________________________________________________________

5. A comma ( , ) is used to indicate a short pause in a sentence or separate items in a list.   

 Write your own sentence using two commas: ________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time 22 hours and fifteen minutes from now? ________________________  
 Write ten minutes to four in digital time:

7. Write the equivalent fractions for (many answers for each): 
 _____ = ________________          _____ = ________________         _____ = ________________ 

8.  

9. Formula for the perimeter of a rectangle L = length, W = width, and P = perimeter.  

 P = L + L + W + W or P = 2 x L + 2 x W or P = 2 x (L + W). Circle the correct perimeter for  
 the shape described: Triangle with each side measuring 3cm:  33cm  /  9cm  /  6cm  

10. Pablo has eight baskets on a shelf. Each basket is 9.5cm wide. How much space do all  
 eight baskets occupy? ____________________________________________________________

Term 3 - Week 1 - Day 5
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Term 3 - Week 2 - Day 1

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 the prosicutions delibarations took longer then expected in the trail of the countries worst  

 terrerist ________________________________________________________________________________ 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A preposition is a word used before a noun or a pronoun to show its relationship to  

 some other word in the sentence; it is used to make a phrase (e.g under the box, in the  

 box, on the box, by, up, down, near, through, over, at).  
 Write a sentence using five prepositions: ___________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. A suffix is a letter or group of letters placed after or at the end of a word to change its  

 meaning.  Which word could use both suffixes correctly -less, -ful: 
 zest   /   fear   ____________________________________________________________________

4.  Antonyms are words that are opposites. Think of a word. Write a sentence with its antonym.   
 Underline the antonym used.  _____________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. A semi-colon ( ; ) is used to separate two main clauses that are similar to each other  

 but could stand on their own as sentences also (e.g. I have swimming practice at  

 6am tomorrow; I must go to bed early). Rewrite the sentence/s placing the semi-colon in  
 the correct position: There are so many things to do at the beach such as swimming,  

 making sand castles and playing ball games.  ___________________________________________ 
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time 89 hours and 12 minutes from now? ____________________________  
 11 years, how many months? ______________________________________________________

7. Ascending order is arranging numbers from smallest to largest.  
 Rearrange in ascending order:  75.4   75.46   94.4    8.35    75.6  ______________________

8. Rate these events in order of probability in your life, 1 being the most likely, 3 being unlikely: 

         Your will go home tonight                              You will do your homework tonight 

         You will turn into an alien tonight: 

9. Convert 3.2t to kg then to g:  3.2t = ________  kg  = ________ g

10. Rita has read 3 
8  of a book, she reads another 2 

8 . How much has she read  
 in total?_______________ Write your answer as a decimal: _____________
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 growing a vegatable garden is an extreemely rewarding thing to do for many difrent reesons  

	 firstly	when	you	grow	your	own	vegatables	you	can	pick	them	strait	from	the	garden	at	the	 

 optumin time for ripeness and taeste you can also save money look after your health and  

	 even	create	a	very	satisfing	hobby	in	creating	a	productive	garden	 ______________________ 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A subordinate clause adds meaning to a principle clause. It cannot be used by itself.  

 It needs the principal clause (e.g. I have to help my little cousin with colouring in, as she 

 can’t keep within the lines). Write a main clause to match the subordinate clause: 
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
 ...but could create a little garden in pots on their window sill.

3. Plurals are words that mean more than one. Make these words plural: 
 glass _____________________   grocery ___________________   hive _______________________  
 luxury _____________________  echo _____________________   donkey __________________

4.  Can you remember the meaning of homographs to complete this question?  

 Write two separate sentences to explain this homograph: 
 wound:  _________________________________________________________________________  
 wound:  _________________________________________________________________________

5.              Write the words you find in this word worm:  __________________________________  
                       ________________________________________________________________________  
                                                             _______________________________________________  
                                                            

 

 

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What was the time 57 hours and 35 minutes from now? ______________________________  
 Write eight minutes to eight in digital time:

Term 3 - Week 2 - Day 2
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7.  Add $16.94, $3.71, $4, $4.82, $22.15. Set out as an addition sum: 

8. Coordinates are letters or numbers that help us find the position of something.  
 What is located at 1,E? ___________________________________________________________  
 Write the coordinates for the straight angle: ________________________________________

9. An acute angle is less than 90 degrees. A right angle is 90 degrees. An obtuse angle is  

 greater than 90 degrees but less than 180 degrees. A straight angle is 180 degrees exactly  

 (a line). A reflex angle is greater than 180 degrees.  

 Write the size/magnitude of this angle: _____________________________________________  
 Is this angle obtuse, acute or a right angle? ________________________________________

10. Bridget collected feathers. Over 3 years she had found 8 321. However, one day she spilt a 
 glass of red cordial over her collection, ruining 698 of the feathers. How many feathers did 
 she have left in her collection? _____________________________________________________

Term 3 - Week 2 - Day 2
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Term 3 - Week 2 - Day 3

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 her baby was 3 yers old and she so badley wanted her doorter too be bapetised at the  

	 local	church	the	mother	finalley	found	a	wonderfull	church	cawled	st	johns	church	the	 

 preests name was father thomas shepard who wellcomed the to lovingly into his church 
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A phrase is a group of words without a verb. Many phrases start with a preposition. 
 Write a sentence that contains two phrases:  ________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Compound words are two or more words joined together to form a new word  

 (e.g. seashell). Write a sentence that includes two compound words: 
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  Can you remember the meaning of synonyms to complete this question?  
 Think of six words. Test someone on their knowledge of synonyms that would match! 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Circle the ellipsis in the box:

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time seventy-five hours and thirty-three minutes from now? __________  
 50 years = _____________ decades

7. 52 - 48 ÷ 4 = _________________________   15 + 28 ÷ 4 = _____________________________

8. Draw a bar graph to match the information given:

 

9. Convert this time to 12 hour (am/pm) time 15:15:  _______________________________

10. 11 school students each had 3 sandwiches to eat for the day. How many sandwiches, 
 during the week, did they have between them? ______________________________________

; : ? … ,

Classroom Hair Colour

Brown 13
Black 3

Blonde 6

Red 1
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Term 3 - Week 2 - Day 4

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 get out mavis screemed at the dirty dog who was walking mud thru the house  __________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Write the dictionary meaning for elaborate:  ____________________________________________ 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Can you remember the meaning of contractions to complete this question? 

 Write the definition of contractions:  _______________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  The article an goes before vowels. The article a goes before consonants. The article the  

 goes before nouns (e.g. the table, a dog, an umbrella). 
 Write definite or indefinite articles to complete this sentence:  ________________ overpass  

	 was	being	built	so	that	traffic	could	travel	more	quickly	into	________________ city.

5. There are three words relating to the flavours of food.  
 There is one odd word which is the ingredient that  
 gives chocolate its taste. Find and write all four words: 
  ________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________  
 What will be the time 62 hours and 10 minutes from now? 
  ________________________________________________________  
 Emelyn was born in 2008. How old will she be in 2064? _______

7. Write the factors of 48: ___________________________________________________________

8. Complete the counting pattern. Determine the rule (you may use a calculator): 
 Challenge!    1      8      27      64    ________    ________    ________    ________     ________     
 Rule:  ___________________________________________________________________________

9. Area measures the size of a surface. Square centimetres is the measure used for  

 small surfaces (e.g. the desk top). Square metres is used for larger surfaces  

 (e.g. a football field). Formula for Area = Length x Width. 1cm2 = 1cm x 1cm. A = L x W.  
 Write the correct area based on the measurements given: length 4cm width 17cm 
 68cm2    86cm2    58cm2  __________________________________________________________

10. 6 friends had all put equal amounts of money towards buying a new computer game. The 
 game cost $108; how much did each person contribute? _____________________________
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 the too horses where locked away in the stabels untill the storm cleared the stabels assistant 

 was constently talking two the horses calmely saying theyre their its alrght boys the thundar 

 and lightning will stop soone and then you can galop around the medows again ________ 

  ________________________________________________________________________________ 
  ________________________________________________________________________________ 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Conjunctions are joining words used to connect words, phrases, clauses or sentences.  

 The conjunction may be used at the beginning of a sentence as well as within  

 (e.g. John went into the shop but he forgot to buy bread. Although John went into the  

 shop, he forgot to buy bread). Write the conjunction in the sentence:  ________________  
 I had just fed the dog, yet he stole some of my chips off my plate when I wasn’t looking.

3. Locate the incorrectly spelled words. Write them correctly: 
 overwhelm / equavalent / quotation / lingiust  _______________________________________

4.  Can you remember the meaning of similes to complete this question? 
 Finish this sentence with a simile: The ocean was… __________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Write six words that have five vowels in them:  _______________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time 12 hours and fifty-nine minutes from now? ______________________  
 six hundred and sixty-nine minutes = _____________ hours _____________ minutes

7. Write the value of 4 in 43 731 295:  ___________________________________________

8. Tally this information:

 
 

9. Write the most appropriate measurement cm3 / m3 to measure a shoe box: _____________

10. Their aunt who was visiting them from Germany had $150 that she intended to share  
 between her beloved nieces. She wanted to give each of her 4 nieces $30 and buy a cake 
 for dessert hat evening. How much can she spend on the cake?  ______________________

Term 3 - Week 2 - Day 5

Cars in the Car Park Tally Marks

Blue 13

White 24

Red 28

Silver 22

Green 14

Yellow 4

Black 11
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Term 3 - Week 3 - Day 1

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 the chilldren demonstreted encredible iniative in righting a play entitled adopt a pet 
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Colloquialism is an informal phrase common in everyday speech that is often specific  

 to a country or area (e.g. bonza, crikey, g’day, Aussie, bloke). 
 Write your own sentence that includes the following colloquialisms: mutt rad 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Rearrange six spelling words from your weekly class list. Test someone to see if they can  
 work out your challenge!  _________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  Write the word with the nearest meaning to forward: ahead / front / move _____________

5. Write the missing  
 tenses in the table:

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  
 What was the time eighty-seven hours and six minutes ago? ________________________  
 63 days= _____________ weeks _____________ days

7. Calculator Sentences - Change 420 to 20 using your calculator (e.g. 420 – 400 = 20).  
 Write two different calculator sentences to change the number from 738 to 200: 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

8. = equal to or ≠ not equal to                      0.375                            0.75                           0.25 
 
9. Volume is length x width x height. V = L x W x H.  

 The symbol for cubic centimetres is abbreviated  

 as cm3 (e.g. 3cm x 2cm x 7cm = 42cm3).  
 How many cubic metres are in this rectangular prism? 
  __________________________________________________

10. Mike is 8, his sister Jenny is 6 and his brother John is 10.  
 What is their average age? __________________________   

Past Present Future
hate

negotiate
will mourn

fixed
type

will/shall yell

9m

6m

7m

3 
8

3 
4

1 
2
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Term 3 - Week 3 - Day 2

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 at the collage the police sargent recomended the folowing literatere to bee read police  

 administration bye john jones alleviatting stress bye anne green and teem work bye jane  

 stilmore __________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun (e.g. her, him, its, themselves). 

  Write five pronouns: _____________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Compound words are two or more words joined together to form a new word  

 (e.g. seashell). Write six compound words: _________________________________________

4.  Can you remember the meaning of metaphors and similes to complete this question? 

 Write whether the following sentence is a metaphor or simile: 
 The baby’s skin was white like porcelain. ____________________________________________

5. Rearrange these words to make a proper sentence:  
 backwards; can you? can recite the alphabet Some people  __________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What was the time fifty-eight hours and one minute from now? _______________________  
 7.75 centuries = _____________ years

7.         = ______ %               =        =  ______ %                =        =   ______ %    

8. Which vehicle is the spinner most likely to land on?  _________ 
 Write your answer as a fraction in lowest terms and a decimal:  
  ________________________________________________________ 
 Which vehicle is the spinner least likely to land on?  _________ 
 Write your answer as a fraction in lowest terms and a decimal: 
  ________________________________________________________ 
 Write the fraction for tractors and monster trucks combined:  
  ________________________________________________________

9.  Write the 3D shape that is closest to a tent: _________________________________________

10.  Charlene has a budget of $120 for new clothes. Choose 4 items that she could purchase  
 with this budget from the following items: jeans $56, t-shirt $32, singlet $18, jumper $43,  
 shoes $25, sunglasses $25: _______________________________________________________

7 
100

7 
20

37 
50

 
100

 
100
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Term 3 - Week 3 - Day 3

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 although few children seem to see the appeel many adults around the world enjoy a cup 

 of tea every day tea origonated in china but became very popula in england russia and 

 america most of the tea emported to these countrys these days is actualy grown in sri lanka 

 india and Kenya _________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Write the adverbs and underline the verbs in the following sentence: 
 I lived abroad for a very long time and when I returned and tried to adjust to living back in 

 Australia, I had trouble. ___________________________________________________________

3. A prefix is a letter or group of letters placed before or in front of a word to change its  

 meaning (e.g. un, re, mis). Write down six words that a prefix can be added to:  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  Can you remember the meaning of homophones to complete this question? 

 Write the definition of homophones:  _______________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Writing Time! Finish this sentence: (Challenge! Try and write at least two paragraphs. 
 You may need to another book for extra pages to complete your awesome story).  
 They both stood frozen with fear, staring at the…  _____________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? _______________ 
 What will be the time 11 and a quarter hours from now?  __________ 
 Write the time 9 and three quarter hours before 9:45am  
 on the clock face:
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Term 3 - Week 3 - Day 3

7.     _____ = _____                _____ = _____                _____ = _____ 
 
8. Coordinates are letters or numbers that help us find the position of something.  
 What is located at 3,C? ___________________________________________________________  
 Write the type of angle at 2,B:  _____________________________________________________  
 Add 5 1 

2  hours to 3,D:  _____________________________________________________________

 
9. Write the length in both cm and mm where the indicator is marked:  ___________________

 

10.  Complete this magic square so each row, column and diagonal adds to 2 169:

A

B

C

D

E

1 2 3 4 5

eight
minutes

past
eleven

twelve
minutes

past
three

quarter
past
10

727

717

715729

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 
3

4 
8

2 
3

 
24

 
4

 
27
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Term 3 - Week 3 - Day 4

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 the lord is my shepherd is the 23rd psalm and is offen sung or said at religous ceremonys or  
 events  _________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Adjectives are describing words. Write the adjectives in this sentence: 
 Ali particularly loved it when the lasagne’s top and corners were crispy where the cheese  

 had bubbled and gone golden in colour as it toasted in the oven. 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. A suffix is a letter or group of letters placed after or at the end of a word to change its  

 meaning.  Which word below is most suitable to add the suffix -ing to?  
 coward  /  spouse  /  manoeuvre /  individual  _______________________________________  
 Tip: you may need to modify the last letter of the word, so the new word is spelled correctly. 
 Write a suffix suitable for all words:  ________________________________________________

4.  Can you remember the meaning of homographs to complete this question?  
 Write the definition of homographs: ________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Rearrange these words in alphabetical order:  ______________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

 
6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What was the time 91 hours and 34 minutes from now? ______________________________  
 How many years and months in a third of a century?  ______________________ years/mths

7. Use decimals to write:   
 One thousand and twenty and four hundredths 
  _______________________________________________

8. Write the missing directions on the compass:

9. Formula for the perimeter of a rectangle  

 L = length, W = width, and P = perimeter. 

 P = L + L + W + W or P = 2 x L + 2 x W or P = 2 x (L + W). 

 Write the perimeter of this shape: 
  __________________________________________cm 

10. The photo copier costs 20 cents for an A4 copy and 60 cents for an A3 copy. How much  
 will it cost for 12 A4 copies and 8 A3 copies.  ________________________________________

12.6cm

2cm

N

expressing     insecurity     Europe     influence     experienced     eucalyptus 
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Term 3 - Week 3 - Day 5

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 the mother of the prisonar pleeded with her sun to sorrendar himself two the police you  

	 nead	to	give	yourself	up	daryn	their	only	going	to	find	you	in	the	end	and	you	will	bee	 

 punnished ferther his mother said  and than startted to kry  ____________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Adverbs are words that modify a verb, adjective or adverb. Find the adverbs in this  
 sentence: Shaun had never been to Sea World before and he was very excited. 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Plurals are words that mean more than one. 

 Write out six singular words and have someone write their matching plural:  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  Can you remember the meaning of antonyms to complete this question?  

 Write the definition of antonyms: ___________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Rhetorical questions are asked when an answer is not needed (e.g. Why would anyone  

 hurt an animal?). Write your own rhetorical question: _______________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time 68 and a half hours from now? _________________________________  
 22.25 years = _____________ weeks

7.                                    280.2 ÷ 6 = _________           3.56 x 23 = _________  

 

8. Rate these events in order of probability in your life, 1 being the most likely, 3 being unlikely: 

         You will watch TV tonight                               You will have chicken for dinner tonight 

         It will be raining inside your house tonight 

9. Converting kilograms (kg) to grams (g) x 1000. Converting grams (g) to kilograms (kg)  

 ÷ 1000. Write the mass measurement the short way 7 468 kilograms:  ________________

10.  Kim had $6 in her purse. She had to pay $4.20 for a school excursion, but her friend gave  
 her $2.50 she owed her. Does Kim now have enough for two sushi rolls at $2.30 each? 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

   $512.26 

      $  93.85+ 
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Term 3 - Week 4 - Day 1

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 the speekers at the conferrance where mrs joy smithers social media ms sharon gillespie  

 buiness marketing and dr elise ferguson business management  ________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Abstract nouns are words that identify concepts, experiences, ideas, qualities, and  

 feeling. These are things that you can see, touch, hear or smell (e.g. fear, hope, happiness). 
 Write the abstract nouns and underline the proper and common noun in the following  
 sentence: I have always loved the Harry Potter books and spend a lot of time reading them  

 over and over, so my knowledge of this series is quite extensive. ________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Apostrophe of ownership: for singular words to show possession of one owner, add an  

 apostrophe then the letter s to the owner (e.g. dolphin’s tail, Ollie’s toothbrush).  For  

 plural words, that end in s, to show ownership, add an apostrophe after the s (e.g.  

 teachers’ staffroom). Write six examples of an apostrophe of ownership of groups: 
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  Write the nearest meaning to the word linguist: 
 a) a person skilled in foreign languages  b) small pieces of pasta in the form of narrow ribbons 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. A colon ( : ) is used after a statement that introduces a list or examples (e.g. My best  

 friends are: At the end of the following sentence, use a colon to introduce a list of items: 
 Bread has only 3 main ingredients  __________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What was the time 43 hours and nine minutes from now? ____________________________  
 Write the time 15 hours and ten minutes after 4:11am on the clock face:

 

 
7. 30 x 60 = ______________       500 x 50 = ______________       800 x 200 = ______________
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8. Between which two months was the most money saved?  _____________________________  
 How much?  _____________________________________________________________________  
 Between which two months was the most money withdrawn?  _________________________  
 How much?  _____________________________________________________________________  
 Give your explanation for this withdrawal:  ___________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
 How much did the bank balance increase between July and November? _______________

 
9. An acute angle is less than 90 degrees. A right angle is 90 degrees. An obtuse angle is  

 greater than 90 degrees but less than 180 degrees. A straight angle is 180 degrees  

 exactly (a line). A reflex angle is greater than 180 degrees. 

 Write the size/magnitude of this angle:  ____________________________________________  
 What type of angle is this?  ________________________________________________________  
 The smaller angle formed is an: ___________ angle. Its size/magnitude is: _____________

10.  Stuart has a shelf with 6 folders on it, if each folder measures 2.6cm how much space do  
 the folders occupy? ______________________________________________________________

Term 3 - Week 4 - Day 1
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Term 3 - Week 4 - Day 2

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 can you play me a song on youre geetar i only play perkusion instrooments such as the  

 conga drums symbols song bells and tamborine patricia was telling sophie maybe one day  

 we should play in a band twogetger what do you think patricia aked shyley _____________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A preposition is a word used before a noun or a pronoun to show its relationship to  

 some other word in the sentence; it is used to make a phrase (e.g under the box, in the  

 box, on the box, by, up, down, near, through, over, at). Write the preposition/s found in this 
 sentence: Between them they had just under 300 trading cards, which was 100 up on what  

 they had last month.  _____________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Contractions are shortened forms of two words. Write the long version of the  
 contraction/s in this sentence: The school band’s very good because they’re dedicated  

 to practising at least twice a week. _________________________________________________

4.  The definite article (the) is used when it is clear which person or thing we are talking  

 about (e.g. the dog). The indefinite articles a / or / an are used before singular and non  

 specific nouns (e.g. a book). Complete the following sentence using indefinite articles: 
 ______________ issue associated with riding ______________ bike is that many people don’t  

 understand the road rules required to keep them safe.

5. Circle the comma in the box:

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What was the time 92 hours and 37 minutes from now? ______________________________  
 How many minutes between 12:43pm and 1:18am? ___________________________ minutes

7. Work out the average of 53, 26, 81 and 72, show your workings: _______________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
 

  9 x ________ = 81          9 x ________ = 27          9 x ________ = 54          9 x ________ = 99

; : ? … ,
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c = circum
fere

n
c

e
Term 3 - Week 4 - Day 2

8. To find the circumference of a circle we have to use a new  

 mathematical symbol called pi (π). Pi is the circumference  

 of a circle divided by the diameter and is approximately  
 3 1 

7  = 22 
7    = 3.14

 Find some circular items and complete the table below: 
 Using a piece of wool, measure as carefully as possible the circumference of the item;  
 then the diameter (a ruler may help here); then using a calculator divide the circumference 
 by the diameter and record your answer in the table: (You should be close to 3 3 

7  / 3.14)

9. Which day does this class do art?  _________________________________________________  
 How many hours of literacy does the class do in one week?  __________________________  
 How long does the class spend on numeracy in one week?  __________________________

10. Challenge! Complete this magic square so each row, column and diagonal adds to 2 472:

Circular Items: Record your measurements
Circumference Diameter C ÷ D

r = radius

d
 =

 d
ia

m
e

te
r

820

822

826830

6C CLASS TIMETABLE
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

9:00am Literacy Literacy Literacy Literacy Assembly
10:00am Literacy LOTE Literacy Literacy Literacy
11:00am Numeracy Numeracy Numeracy LOTE Literacy

12:00 noon Music Literacy Library Numeracy Numeracy

1:00pm SOSE Science Art PE Sport

2:00pm SOSE Science Art Music Sport
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Term 3 - Week 4 - Day 3

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 you mightnt have ever thought about it, but youve never sneazed with your eyes open in 

	 fact	Its	a	sceintific	oddety	that	its	impossable	to	sneaze	with	your	eyes	open	the	student	 

 techer stayted in the helth lesson ___________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A subordinate clause adds meaning to a principle clause. It cannot be used by itself.  

 It needs the principal clause (e.g. I have to help my little cousin with colouring in, as she 

 can’t keep within the lines). Use the boxes below to draw a line to the matching clause:  

3. Locate the incorrectly spelled words. Write them correctly:  
 moisture  /  entrenchted  /  receptionist  /  simptum  /  entreebrenerr 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  Which definition best describes the word utensil: __________________________________ 
 a) a type of tent with an arc-shaped ceiling 

 b) an instrument, implement, or container used domestically, especially in a kitchen

5. Can you remember the meaning of semi-colons to complete this question?  
 Write a sentence using one semi-colon: ____________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What was the time 78 hours and 2 minutes from now? _______________________________  
 How many minutes between 3:39am and 4:56am? ___________________________  minutes

7. Write the smallest number:  283 952    860 738    534 845 ____________________________

8.  Complete the number pattern and write the rule: 
 1.8    2.1    2.4    2.7  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   Rule: _______________

9. Area measures the size of a surface. Square centimetres is the measure used for small  

 surfaces (e.g. the desk top). Square metres is used for larger surfaces (e.g. a football field). 

  Formula for Area = Length x Width. 1cm2 = 1cm x 1cm. A = L x W. Square A = S x S = S2.  
 A = S2 = S x S= _____ cm x _____ cm         = _____ cm2 
 
10. A lady planted 10 scrubs 1.5m apart along her driveway.  
 How many metres of driveway did she use to do this? ____________

Main Clause
It had turned out to be a very warm day,

She loved peanuts

4cm

4cm

Subordinate Clause
however, these were just too salty.

but Cam had worn a jumper.
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Term 3 - Week 4 - Day 4

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 like humans animals have many ways that they comunicate through jestures fasial 

 exppression gaize smell and sounds but some even comunicate using electrick signels 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of phrases to complete this question? 

 Write the phrases in this sentence: A cup of hot chocolate is perfect on a winter’s night. 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. These words are jumbled. They involve a party. Write the words. Are they nouns, verbs or  
 adjectives? ecelarbte /  cereh  ____________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  A simile brings out the resemblance of two different things often using like or as  

 (e.g. as busy as a beaver). Write a simile that you already know: 
  __________________________________________________________________________________

5. An ellipsis ( … ) is a series of 3 dots that show words that have been purposely left out. 

 Rewrite the following sentence, include an ellipsis: 
 You should have at least eight glasses of water a day I had just two. ____________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time 81 hours and 21 minutes from now? ____________________________  
 How many years in a third of a century? ________ years ________ months = _______ years

7. Calculator Sentences - Change 420 to 20 using your calculator (e.g. 420 – 400 = 20).  
 Turn your calculator upside down. What word do you see when you press 379 009: 
  ___________________________________________

8. Write the position of the hexagon:  _____________

9. A rectangular garden plot has an area of 12m2.  
 What are the possible dimensions of the garden? 
  ____________________________________________

10. The prawn fisherman caught 9 863 prawns in a day; however, he needed to throw 1 968  
 back because they were too small. How many did he take to market?  __________________  
 Spell your answer: _______________________________________________________________

A

B

C

D

1 2 3 4
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Term 3 - Week 4 - Day 5

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 even	the	most	incignificant	creeture	is	amazing	in	some	way	for	egsample	a	snale	can	sleep 

 for three years can you amagine being that tired  ____________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Write the dictionary meaning for convenient: _______________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Apostrophe of ownership: for singular words to show possession of one owner, add  

 an apostrophe then the letter s to the owner (e.g. dolphin’s tail, Ollie’s toothbrush).   

 For plural words, that end in s, to show ownership, add an apostrophe after the s  

 (e.g. teachers’ staffroom).  Write the apostrophe of ownership/s in the sentence: 
 Australias south-eastern coast is where the majority of its population reside. ______________

4.  A metaphor is when we compare two things but we say one thing is the other  

 (e.g. the sea is an angry dog). Write a metaphor that you already know: _______________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5.            Write the words you find in this word worm:  ___________________________________  
                       ________________________________________________________________________  
                                                             _______________________________________________  
                                                            

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time 102 hours from now? __________________________________________  
 Michael was born in the year 1902. How old was he in 1958? __________________________

7.            = __________ %                = __________ %                = __________ %

8. Write the missing directions on the compass:

9. Converting Litres (L) to millilitres (mL) x 1000. 

 Converting millilitres (mL) to Litres (L) ÷ 1000. 

 Convert this measurement to L: 3 750ml ________________

10. A single tomato, sliced, is enough required for 4 cheese and tomato sandwiches. If we 
 wanted to make 20 sandwiches, how many tomatoes would we need?  _________________  
 Name the parts of a circle: c = ________________ r = ______________ d =  ______________

E
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 australias nateve animals are of a great appeel for torists holidaying in this country a koalas  

 cudle is right up there as a highlight of many foriegn visiters trips here   __________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of conjunctions to complete this question? 
 Write the conjunction in the following sentence:  
 I love my sister but sometimes she drives me nuts.  ____________________________________

3. A prefix is a letter or group of letters placed before or in front of a word to change its  

 meaning (e.g. un, re, mis).  Write the correct prefix from the box to match the words: 
 _______ expected   _______ adventure   _______ determine

4.  Homophones are words that sound the same but have different meanings and spelling  

 (e.g. ate/eight). Write a homophone for each of these words: 
 daze  __________________    heel  _____________________    knead  ____________________  

	 flower	 _________________    holy ______________________    horse ______________________

5. Write the odd word out:  enemies   friends   regional   family   colleagues   acquaintances 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time 93 hours and 14 minutes from now? ____________________________  
 The runner ran his first half marathon in 2 hours and 16 minutes, his second in two hours  

 and twenty-six minutes and his third in one and three quarter hours. How many hours  
 and minutes altogether did he spend running in half marathons?  ______________________

7.            +         =                                 +         =                                     +         =

8. r = radius = d ÷ 2 

 d = diameter = 2 x r   

 Complete this table:

9.  Re-draw this 2D shape as a 3D shape:

10.  Jodi completed 4 spelling tests. Her scores were 5, 7, 4 and 8.  
 What was her average score? ____________________________  
 Pi (π) is the circumference divided by the diameter.  
 What is the value of π? ________________ or  _______________

Term 3 - Week 5 - Day 1

un  /   re /  mis  /  pre

Radius Diameter
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 what did you have for brakefast well if you were a crocadile you woud occassionaly snack  

	 on	sum	rocks	this	isnt	because	you	didnt	catch	a	fish	its	because	having	rocks	in	youre	 

 stomick asists in grinding up youre food _____________________________________________  
 ____________________________________________________________________               ____  
 __________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of colloquialisms to complete this question?   
 Rewrite the following sentence using colloquialisms throughout:  
 The tradesman wasn’t a very hard worker. ___________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. A suffix is a letter or group of letters placed after or at the end of a word to change its  

 meaning. Write the correct suffix/es in the box to match create: 
  ________________________________________________________________________________  

4.  A homograph is a word that has the same spelling but a different meaning (e.g. fine/fine)  

 and sometimes a different sound (e.g. tear/tear). Write the homograph/s in this list of words: 
 engage / anguish / reform / mortgage / letter / proceeds _____________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Write the missing vowels:   l ___ n ___ ly                 r ___ l ___ ___ s ___                s ___ l ___ mn 

  s ___ ___ c ___                   ___ bs ___ rd                 c ___ nsc ___ ___nt ___ ___ ___ s

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What was the time one hundred and fifty minutes from now? _________________________  
 What fraction of a century is 3 years? ______________________________________________

7. Use decimals to write: 
 8 3 

10
  =  _________________ 2 1 

4
  =  _________________ 2 1 

5
  =  __________________  

 10 6 
10

  =  ________________  3 1 
2
  =  _________________ 4 3 

5   =  __________________  

 9 8 
10

  =  _________________ 5 3 
4
  =  _________________ 1 4 

5   =  __________________  

 6 4 
10

  =  _________________ 7 1 
4
  =  _________________ 2 2 

5   =  __________________  

 3 2 
10

  =  _________________   4 3 
4
  =  _________________ 4 3 

5
  =  __________________  

Term 3 - Week 5 - Day 2
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8. Which day was most popular?  ____________________________________________________   
 How many students voted this way?  _______________________________________________  
 What fraction of students voted for Thursday?  ______________________________________  
 Which day/s were the least popular?  _______________________________________________  
 What fraction of students voted for Monday?  _______________________________________  
 How many students voted for Monday?  ____________________________________________

9. Volume is length x width x height. V = L x W x H. The symbol for cubic  

 centimetres is abbreviated as cm3 (e.g. 3cm x 2cm x 7cm = 42cm3).  
 Write the volume of this rectangular prism: _________________________________________

 
10.                                                   Dad took $90 out of the ATM before he drove to the petrol  
                                                  station. When he got there he spent $45 on petrol; $2 on a  
                                                         newspaper; $3.50 on milk and $3.90 on a loaf of bread.  
                                                                         How much was remaining of the $90?  
                                                                         ________________________________________

Term 3 - Week 5 - Day 2
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 the maths teacher explaned too her year 9 class in mathamatics we use tecknical terms such  

 as algebra ration fractions proportion paterning circumferance and geometrity ____________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A technical noun is a word that is used to refer to an object, process or concept that is  

 specific to a particular job or industry. (e.g. overlocker - used by clothing manufacturers). 
 Write the technical noun and underline the common noun in this sentence: 
 The dancer had new ballet shoes which were very stiff and tight.  ______________________

3. Plurals are words that mean more than one. Write a sentence using three plurals.  
 Underline the plurals used: _______________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  Antonyms are words that are opposites. Write the antonyms to these six words:  
 donate_________________     absence__________________    escapee _________________  
 known __________________     applicable ________________    innocence ________________

5. Rewrite the sentence in past tense: She went to grab the dog who was trying to escape. 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  
 What will be the time 111 hours and 44 minutes from now? ___________________________  
 Write these times on the analogue clocks:

7. Write as an algorithm  
 and then find the answer:  
 $1034.27 - $672.43  
 ______________________

8. < means less than > means greater than = equal to  

 20 – 12 ÷ 4          2 x 5 + 5         52 – 10 ÷ 5          7 x 3 + 9         68 – 81 ÷ 9          4 x 8 + 3

9. Formula for the perimeter of a rectangle L = length, W = width, and P = perimeter. 

 P = L + L + W + W or P = 2 x L + 2 x W or P = 2 x (L + W). 

 Circle the correct perimeter for the shape described: 
 Triangle with 2 sides measuring 5cm and one measuring 4cm:     14cm     11cm     254cm

10. Emma has a budget of $40 as spending money for show bags. She chose one for $19 and  
 another for $12. Can she still afford one which costs $10? _____________________________

Term 3 - Week 5 - Day 3
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 polar bares seem to have the whiteist of fur however theyve actualy got black skin Even more  

	 unusall	is	that	their	fur	isnt	white	ether	its	clear	but	reflects	the	light	makeing	it	seem	white	 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Verbs are doing / action words. Write five examples of verbs that are synonyms of talk: 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Can you remember the meaning of compound words to complete this question?  

 Write a word to complete these compound words:  
 ___________board          ___________ware          ___________saving          ___________wall

4.  Synonyms are words that have similar meanings. Write a synonym to these six words: 
 appreciative________________   allowance________________   smoothly________________ 
 construction ________________   smother __________________   loathsome ______________

 5. Rearrange these words to make a proper sentence: 
	 visit	Australia.	first	explorer	to	that	Captain	Cook	evidence	There	is	much	was	not	the 

  _______________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________  
 What will be the time ninety-six and a half hours from now? __________    
 Write forty-one minutes past one in digital time:

7. 35 shared among 3: _____ ÷ _____ = _____ r _____ = _____

8. Which sea creature is most likely to be taken from the 
 ocean? _________________ What fraction of the sea 
 creatures is that? __________________________________ 
 Which sea creature is least likely to be taken from the 
 ocean? __________________ What fraction of the sea 
 creatures is that? __________________________________ 
 As a fraction, write the chance of drawing a seahorse from the box: ___________________

9. Converting tonnes (t) to kilograms (kg) x 1000. Converting kilograms (kg) to tonnes (t) ÷ 1000. 

 Converting kilograms (kg) to grams (g) x 1000. Converting grams (g) to kilograms (kg) ÷ 1000.   
 Convert:   9t = __________ kg = __________ g         6t = __________ kg = __________ g

10. Kim had 20 new pencils; 25% were blunt, 1 
5   were broken. How many could she use? _____

:
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 the sphinx a mythical creature with a lions body and a human head stands on the bank of 

 the nile in egypt and is the oldest known statue of this monumental size it stands 73.5 metres 

 long 19.3 metres wide and 20.22 metres high  ________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of adjectives to complete this question? 
 Write at least six adjectives to describe an ambulance: ______________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Contractions are shortened forms of two words. Write six contractions: 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  The definite article (the) is used when it is clear which person or thing we are talking  

 about (e.g. the dog). The indefinite articles a, or, an are used before singular and non  

 specific nouns (e.g. a book). List the article/s in this sentence:  ______________________  
 Her favourite part of the summer was having longer days; however, going to bed when it 

 really wasn’t even dark was quite a challenge on a hot evening.

5. Rearrange these words into alphabetical order:   ____________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
 

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time 155 hours and 20 minutes from now? ___________________________  
 If the day is Friday and the time is 8:38am, what day and time will it be in 72 hours? _____

7. Estimate the answer to the following using your estimating skills: 
 96.72 – 35.28 is close to ________ - _________ =  _________

8. What mode of transport is located in the top right section?  
  _____________________  Describe the position of the rocket: 
  _____________________________________________________

9. Convert to 24 hour time: 3:30pm  __________________________________________________

10. At the school tuck-shop, an apple costs 75cents; a pie, $3.50 and a juice, $1.80. How much 
 money would you need to buy these items? _________________________________________

Term 3 - Week 5 - Day 5
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 china is a very large place with a huge number of people living there mandarin being the  

 nashional langwige china actualy has more english speekers than the united states one  

 interesting fact abowt china is asiatic golden cats who live in the south of the countree  

 sometimes comunicate by spiting __________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of adverbs to complete this question? 
 Write five adverbs that add meaning to the verb walk: ________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Locate the incorrectly spelled words. Write them correctly: The lanscape was baren and  

 mountanous with only the occassional eucarlyptis tree scatterred apon the seene.  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  Synonyms are words that have similar meanings. 
 Write a word or phrase with a similar (or same) meaning to the words highlighted: A good  

 driver should have some understanding of how the car works so they are able to drive their 

 vehicle in a way that gets the performance out of it and causes the least amount of damage. 
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Writing Time! Finish this sentence: (Challenge! Try and write at least two paragraphs.  
 You may need to another book for extra pages to complete your awesome story).  
 Paul had been eagerly awaiting the arrival of this day, and he bounced out of bed and ran 

	 downstairs	to	find... _______________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? _______________  
 What will be the time one hundred and forty-four hours  

 and fifty-eight minutes from now? ______________________________  
 Write the time 24 hours before 8:28am on the clock face:

Term 3 - Week 6 - Day 1
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7. Use powers of ten to determine what this number is: 
 (3 x 104) + (8 x 103) + (1 x 102) + (4 x 101) + (7 x 100) = _______________________________  
 (7 x 104) + (4 x 102) + (2 x 100) =  __________________________________________________

8. To find the circumference of a circle we have to use a new  mathematical symbol called  

 pi (π). Pi is the circumference of a circle divided by the diameter and is approximately  
 3 1 

7  = 22 
7    = 3.14  Write the value of pi (π):  ____________________________________________  

 Complete the words on the circle below:          Complete the table below: 
                  

 
 
9. An acute angle is less than 90 degrees. A right angle is 90 degrees. An obtuse angle  

 is greater than 90 degrees but less than 180 degrees. A straight angle is 180 degrees  

 exactly (a line). A reflex angle is greater than 180 degrees. A revolution is 360°.  
 Write the type of angle pictured; acute, obtuse, right, straight, reflex or revolution: 
  ________________________________________________________________________________      

10. Remember: c = 2 x π x r or c = π x d  
 John walked all the way around this circular field. How far did he walk? (Use pi = 3.14) 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

Term 3 - Week 6 - Day 1
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 mrs	potts	lunchers	are	allways	filled	with		delichious	phillings	that	she	creativly	makes	everyday	 

 thay include curried eggs beatroot avacodo legg ham chiken and uther nurishing ingrediants  

 sometimes she uses multigrain bred other times wholemeel bred but what she loves the most  

 are wrapps i thinck too myself she is such a marvelous roll model four her students  __________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of nouns and pronouns to complete this question?  
 Replace the repeated nouns with pronouns. Ms Phillips’s year 5 class had raised $235 for  

 a local charity by them getting together one Saturday and washing people’s cars for $10  

 each. ___________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. These six jumbled words are things you would find at school. Rearrange them so they are  
 spelled correctly: ________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  

4.  A simile brings out the resemblance of two different things often using like or as 

 (e.g. as busy as a beaver, he ran like the wind). Write a simile for snow:  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Rhetorical questions are asked when an answer is not needed (e.g. Why would anyone  

 hurt an animal?). Which sentence is a rhetorical question:  __________________________  
                     a)	What	time	do	we	finish?					 b) Is this day ever going to end?

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What was the time 19 hours and 29 minutes from now? ______________________________  
 39.25 years = _____________ weeks

7. On your calculator which symbol is used to complete this equation:  60           3 = 80

8. Complete the counting pattern. Determine the rule: 
  

2 
5      

4 
5      1

1 
5     1

3 
5   _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   Rule: ___________________

9.  Converting Litres (L) to millilitres (mL) x 1000. Converting millilitres (mL) to 

 Litres (L) ÷ 1000. Convert to L: 1 500mL _____________________________

10. Bethany buys 3 dozen pens which cost $1.60 each.  
 How much does she spend in total? ___________________________________

moossrlca     eeahctr     ntesstud     nudorygalp     rarliby     ssked
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 the threa boys jackets were not excatly the same one was navy with lether patchers on the  

 arm another was navy with a read and navy striped colour and the therd one was navy with 

 silvar metel buttens _______________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A preposition is a word used before a noun or a pronoun to show its relationship to  

 some other word in the sentence; it is used to make a phrase (e.g under the box, in the  

 box, on the box, by, up, down, near, through, over, at). Write five prepositions:  
  __________________________________________________________________________________

3. Apostrophe of ownership: for singular words to show possession of one owner, add an  

 apostrophe then the letter s to the owner (e.g. dolphin’s tail, Ollie’s toothbrush).  For  

 plural words, that end in s, to show ownership, add an apostrophe after the s (e.g.  

 teachers’ staffroom). Write six examples of an apostrophe of ownership of a common or  
 proper noun:  ___________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  Can you remember the meaning of metaphors to complete this question? 

 Write a metaphor for your pet: _____________________________________________________

5. A colon ( : ) is used after a statement that introduces a list or examples (e.g. My best  

 friends are: Toby, Nathaniel and Jerimiah). Write a sentence or paragraph using three  
 colons:  ________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What was the time 95 hours and 48 minutes from now? ______________________________  
 Was 1952 a leap year?  ___________________________________________________________

7. Write these fractions as a  
 decimal and a percentage:  

Write these fractions  
in lowest terms: 

Write answers for: 
 
92

         =  ____________

√36   =  ____________

112
    =  ____________

√25    = ____________

82
       =  ___________

3 
10

= % 75 
100

=

67 
10

= % 36 
42

=

83 
10

= % 21 
35

=

3 
5

= % 16 
20

=

4 
25

= % 72 
81

=
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8. How many goals were scored in the whole game?  ___________________________________  
 Which was the highest scoring quarter? ____________________________________________  
 How many goals were scored in this quarter?  _______________________________________  
 Write this as a fraction of total goals scored: ________________________________________  
 Write this fraction as a percentage: ________________________________________________  
 Were more goals score in the first half or second half?  _______________________________

9. Area measures the size of a surface. Square centimetres is the measure used for  

 small surfaces (e.g. the desk top). Square metres is used for larger surfaces  

 (e.g. a football field). Formula for Area = Length x Width. 1cm2 = 1cm x 1cm. A = L x W. 

 

 A = _________cm2

 
10.  Complete this magic square so each row, column and diagonal adds to 3 078:

1030

1020

10281018

6cm

2.5cm

Netball Goals Scored

Q
u

a
rt

e
rs

Number of Goals

4th

3rd

2nd

1st

0 2 4 106 8 12
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 did you get any homework today omars dad asked him when he arrived home for school 

 omar did have homework but wasn’t keen to do it this evening because he really wanted  

 to play his new computer game yeah, but do I have to do it tonight he asked hopefully 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of clauses to complete this question? 
 Write three separate clauses of your own:  __________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. A prefix is a letter or group of letters placed before or in front of a word to change its  

 meaning (e.g. un, re, mis). Correctly add a prefix to this word:  _________________ invent

4.  Can you remember the meaning of homophones to complete this question?  

 Write the homophones: eagle, effort, worry, laps, meet, manner  ______________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5.            Write the words you find in this word worm:  ___________________________________  
                       ________________________________________________________________________  
                                                             _______________________________________________  
                                                            

 
6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time 81 hours and 13 minutes from now? ____________________________  
 2 centuries = __________ years

7. Subtract these fractions:          –        =          =                           –         =         –         =                     

s
i i a n r e s

t
a

u r a n t d i s c i p l i

r
d i

a l o
g

u
e

o
f

n
e

e i g n a n g u i s h
o

c

5 
6

3 
4

2 
6

2 
3

p
h y
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8. What fraction are boys?  __________________________________________________________  
 What is this as a decimal and a percentage?  _______________________________________  
 What fraction is girls?  ____________________________________________________________  
 What is this as a decimal and a percentage? _______________________________________

9. To find the circumference of a circle we have to use a new  mathematical symbol called  

 pi (π). Pi is the circumference of a circle divided by the diameter and is approximately  
 3 1 

7  = 22 
7    = 3.14 

 Calculate the circumference. Use π = 3.14. Remember c = 2 x π x r or c = π x d.

 Discuss how you did the multiplication for circumference (including calculator): 
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

10. A square is divided into three congruent rectangles. Each rectangle on its own has a 
 perimeter of 16m. When put back to make a square, what is the perimeter of the square? 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

Radius Diameter Circumference
5cm

4cm

2cm

10cm

3cm

40cm

r = radius

c = circum
fere

n
c

e

d
 =
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ia

m
e

te
r

Number of Boys and Girls in 6A

Boys

Girls
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 id feel retchid if I didnt shower once a day for egsample after running around all day 

 yesterday completin all my chores I cant think of what wouldve made me feel as rellaxed  

 as the nice hot shower I had before i retired to bed  __________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A phrase is a group of words without a verb. Many phrases start with a preposition. 
 Write a sentence that contains this phrase: all over the  _______________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Can you remember the meaning of suffixes to complete this question?  

 Add the suffix -est to the best word that makes sense: (tip: you may need to modify the last 
 letter of the word, so the new word is spelled correctly)  severe / diverse / relax / strength  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  Is the word manners in this sentence a homograph or homophone? She had never been  

 to such an expensive restaurant and was very careful in displaying her best manners. 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Write six words. Make one the odd one out. Test someone near you: 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time 100 hours and 26 minutes from now?  __________________________  
 Show these times on the clock faces:

 

 
7. Subtract these fractions:           –           =                1 –         =                       –          =

8. = equal to  or  ≠ not equal to.     30 x 12            2160 ÷ 6

9. These triangles make a 3D shape when glued together.  
 What shape would this net make? ___________________

10. The landscape gardener planted a row of 12 miniature mandarin  
 trees; each tree was planted approximately 2m apart. How long  
 was the row of trees from the first tree to the last tree? _________

5 
8

3 
4

1 
4

1 
4

1 
2

5:46 7:28 10:03
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 a castle is a type of residence that was bult in europ and the midle east hundreds and 

 hundreds	of	years	ago	by	rich	land	owners	they	were	designed	to	be	very	dificult	to	get	into 

 and thus protecked the lords ladys and servents who lived there. _______________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Write the dictionary meaning for necessary:  _______________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Can you remember the meaning of plurals to complete this question? Write six plurals  
 you would find in a park:  _________________________________________________________

4.  Antonyms are words that are opposites. Think of a word. Write a sentence with its opposite.  
 Underline the antonym used: _____________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Write the consonants in the alphabet: _____________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time eighty-four hours and five minutes from now? __________________  
 354 months = __________ years __________ months

7.  

 64.3 x 10 = _____________   64.3 x 0.1 = _____________

8. Rate these events in order of probability in your life, 1 being the most likely, 3 being unlikely: 
        You will move house next week 

         You will do maths at school today 

         You will eat your lunch today

9.  Remember: c = 2 x π x r or c = π x d  Use pi = 3.14: 
 What is the perimeter of this shape? ____________

10. Speed = distance ÷ time. Answer km/h m/sec etc. On a school trip the coach travelled  
 375km on Saturday, 370km on Sunday, and 335km on Monday. The coach travelled for  
 5 hours each day. What is the average speed over the whole trip?  _____________________

   4.89 

      7.83+ 
   7.93 

      8.18+ 
   29.47 

     6.27+ 
   96.8 

      7x 
   2.43      

2.9x 

15m

10m
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 it wasnt appropriat that the farther wouldnt sine the permishion slip four his child two attend 

 skool camp the farther didmt consider the fact that techers needed permishion for all  

 children to attend ________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Subordinating conjunctions are conjunctions that join dependent clauses to  

 independent clauses (e.g. although, in order that, wherever). Complete the following  
 sentence with the correct subordinating conjunction from the box: Mum never asks me to  

 help with the ironing  ____________________________  I burnt a hole in her favourite blouse. 

3. Compound words are two or more words joined together to form a new word  

 (e.g. seashell).  Write a sentence that includes two compound words: _________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  Synonyms are words that have similar meanings.  
 Think of six words. Test someone on their knowledge of synonyms that would match! 
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Write the future tense for the word hid: _____________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What was the time 118 hours and 3 minutes from now?  ______________________________  
 Write a quarter past six in digital time:

 
7. Write as an algorithm and then find the answer: 
 $9.82 + $17.59 + $38.75 + $5.48 = _________

8. Label all points of the compass: 

9. Formula for the perimeter of a rectangle  

 L = length, W = width and P = perimeter.  

 P = L + L + W + W or P = 2 x L + 2 x W or P = 2 x (L + W).  

 Write the perimeter of this shape: _____________________

10. Claire reads every night after school. On Monday she  
 read for 30 minutes, on Tuesday 10 minutes, Wednesday  
 20 minutes, Thursday 15 minutes and Friday 25 minutes.  
 How longdid she read on average each night?  ______________________________________

9cm

6cm

:

since     once     until    even     though
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 the recepies list of ingreedients was very long jono really wanted to make a chocalate  

 mud cake for his little sisters birthday he was starting to worry that his mums pantry didnt 

 contian half these things the recepie said he needed  ________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of colloquialisms to complete this question?  

 Write the colloquialisms found in this sentence:  ____________________________________  
 My dad is away until Tuesday because he works as a truckie.

3. Contractions are shortened forms of two words. Shan’t is the contraction for the words: 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  Write a sentence that includes five articles: _________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Rearrange these words to make a proper sentence: it had storms Although green. and rain  

 been week a left destructive the landscape, it also very had of ________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time 60 hours and 23 minutes from now? ____________________________  
 8 3 

4
 years, how many months? _______________ 1hr, how many seconds? ______________

7. True or false?         =          ____________ 

 Circle the correct answer:  33 = 9, 27, 81

8. Describe the location of Erin’s desk in the room: 
  __________________________________________  
 Who is sitting on Erin’s right side?  ___________

9. Scale 1cm = 5km. I travel S for 10km, W for 15km,  
 then NE for 5km. Draw my travel path to scale: 
 
10. Max was going to get $75 for working 5 hours at  
 a rate of $15 an hour at his uncle’s fish and chip  
 shop. However, Max only ended up working 4 hours at the same rate of pay.  
 How much money did he make? ___________________________________________________
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 both the actresses dresses were maid identicelly the reporter on the read carpet  

 said in astonishment its cleer to see they have the same impresive taste he went 

 on to say at least there jewlerry is diferent he lafted _________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 
  ________________________________________________________________________________ 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Nouns are the name of people, places, animals or things. Write the nouns in this sentence:  
 In Bali, dance is a very important part of their culture and children are taught the craft as 

 soon as they are born.  ____________________________________________________________

3. Locate the incorrectly spelled words. Write them correctly: 
 university / discernable / emergancy / disturbance ___________________________________

4.  Write the word with the nearest meaning to warily: thoughtfully / cautiously / scared 
  _______________________________________________________________________________________

5. Writing Time! Finish this sentence: (Challenge! Try and write at least two paragraphs.  
 You may need to another book for extra pages to complete your awesome story).   
	 It	would	have	only	been	five	minutes	after	drinking	the	strange	blue	drink	that	he	noticed 

 that he... ________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________ 
 What will be the time one hundred and sixty-eight hours and seventeen minutes  
 from now? _____________________________________________________ 
 Write twenty-one minutes past seven in digital time:

7. Spell this number: 7 803 059  ______________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

8. Complete the counting pattern. Determine the rule: 
 1    4    9    16   ______  ______  ______  ______  ______   Rule:  _________________________

9. Select the angle most likely to match the image:  
 100°  120°  150°  ___________________________

10. Scott had a budget of $190 for computer games for the year. He has already purchased 3  
 games at $25.50 each and 2 @ $44.50. Can he afford the new game he wants which costs  
 $22?  ___________________________________________________________________________

:
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 have you ever concidered the importence of plummers without effective plumming that is 

 the disposel of wastes and delivery of water citys couldnt grow and accomodate all the 

 people who need to live there the history of civilisation has deppended on plummers 
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A theme / subject in a sentence is what it is about. It’s the main subject of the sentence.  

 (e.g. The nurse was running late for his shift. The theme is the nurse).  

 Write the theme in this sentence: The bank was open from Monday to Friday, but  

 unfortunately not on the weekend. ______________________________________________________

3. Rearrange these words. The words in the box are spelled correctly to help you: 
 txiecsene__________________     tvnalree___________________     
 yrallciutpar ________________     ltnaedicin _________________    

4.  Can you remember the meaning of metaphors and similes to complete this question?   
 Write whether the following sentence is a metaphor or simile: 
 The tension in the room was absolutely tangible. _____________________________________

5. Rearrange these words into alphabetical order:   ____________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time seventy hours and twenty-two minutes from now? ______________  
 821 minutes = _____________ hours _____________ minutes

7.  Descending order is arranging number from largest to smallest. D for counting DOWN. 
 Place these numbers into descending order:    49 827 365      109 284 698      75 714 495 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

8.  Complete:

 
9.  Convert to 12 hour (am/pm) time: 21:10  ____________________________________________

10.  Dee ate 1 
4  of a pizza, Sandra ate 3 

8 , Mum ate 1 
8 , what fraction of the pizza is left? _________

particularly
existence incidental

relevant

transfusion     tension     teasing     tempting     transfer     tunnel

   4 __ __ 8      

__ 8 3 9 

9 2 9 7

+ 
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Term 3 - Week 8 - Day 1

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 we shouldve arrived at the departcher area about thirty minutes earlier but wed been  

	 caught	in	trafic	on	the	motorway	and	so	were	runing	extreemely	late	however	wed	run	 

 through the aerport as fast as we could with all our bags and  

 amazingly manedged to get to the gate on time _______ 

 ___________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________ 
 _______________________________________________________________________ 
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Adjectives are describing words. Write down six adjectives that might occur at the football: 
 __________________________  __________________________   __________________________  
 __________________________  __________________________   __________________________

3. Apostrophe of ownership: for singular words to show possession of one owner, add  

 an apostrophe then the letter s to the owner (e.g. dolphin’s tail, Ollie’s toothbrush).  

 For plural words, that end in s, to show ownership, add an apostrophe after the s  

 (e.g. teachers’ staffroom). Write six examples of an apostrophe of ownership of groups: 
 __________________________  __________________________   __________________________  
 __________________________  __________________________   __________________________

4.  Can you remember the meaning of metaphors to complete this 

 question? Create your own metaphor to add to this sentence.  
 The clock’s alarm…  _________________________________________  
  ___________________________________________________________

5.  Can you remember the meaning of rhetorical questions to complete this question? 

 Write your own rhetorical question: ________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What was the time 73 hours and 31 minutes from now? ______________________________  
 85 days = _____________ weeks _____________ days

7. Calculator Sentences - Change 420 to 20 using your calculator (e.g. 420 – 400 = 20).  

 Write 2 calculator sentences to change the number from 4 to 32 using multiplication: 
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________
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8. What was the total number of goals scored for the season?  ___________________________  
 Who scored 7 goals?  ____________________________________________________________  
 What fraction and decimal is this of the total goals scored?  __________________________  
 What was the difference between the top scorer and lowest scorer?  ___________________

 
9. Area measures the size of a surface. Square centimetres  is the measure used for small  

 surfaces (e.g. the desk top). Square metres is used for larger surfaces (e.g. a football  

 field). Formula for Area = Length x Width. 1cm2 = 1cm x 1cm. A = L x W. 

 

            A = _________cm2

10. Kristina wanted to buy a few of pairs of rubber thongs for her Christmas holiday at the 
 beach. Each pair of thongs cost $8.50. How many pairs can she purchase with $25.00? 
  ________________________________________________________________________________  

Term 3 - Week 8 - Day 1

8cm

2.5cm

Soccer Goals Scored
George

Sally

Tyson
Sarah
Tom
Bec
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 masks are objects worn on the face they have been a part of neerly every culture across 

 the world since anchent times masks are employed for protection disgise preformence 

 entertainment and even therepy  __________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of adverbs to complete this question?  

 Write the definition of adverbs: ____________________________________________________

3. A prefix is a letter or group of letters placed before or in front of a word to change its  

 meaning (e.g. un, re, mis).  Write the correct prefix from the box to match the word: 
                               ________________mount     

4.  Homophones are words that sound the same but have different meanings and spelling  

 (e.g. ate/eight). Write six words and have someone write their matching homophone: 
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Circle the colon in the box:

 
6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time 96 hours and 57 minutes from now? ____________________________  
 246 days = _________ weeks _________ day        3 270 sec = _________ hr _________ min

7.           = ______ %                =         ______ %                 =          ______ %                  =         ______ %    

8. Write the colours in order from the lowest chance to the highest  
 chance of being picked. _____________________________________  
 What is the chance of selecting (write as a fraction): red ball _____   
 red and blue ball ___________ blue and green ball  ______________  
 How likely are you to pick a purple ball from the bag? 
 Fraction: ________________ Percentage: ___________________%

9. Converting Litres (L) to millilitres (mL) x 1000.  
 Converting millilitres (mL) to Litres (L) ÷ 1000.  
 How many Litres (L) in a kilolitre (kL)?  ____________________

10. Preston has a rope measuring 12.06m, he cuts off one third, then a piece 5m in length. He  
 now has three pieces of rope. What is the length of the shortest piece?  ________________

Term 3 - Week 8 - Day 2

pre  /   mis /  dis  /  de

;: ? …,

13 
10

4 
5

9 
20

3 
25
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100

 
100

blue

blue

blue

blue

blue blue

purple

purple

purple

green

green
green

green
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red

red
red
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Term 3 - Week 8 - Day 3

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 we dont know if it was the great weather because they were on home  

 soil high morale orjust because they were in top form but, our footy team  

 had never played so well _________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of pronouns to complete this question? 
 Write the definition for a pronoun:  ______________________________________________________ 
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. A suffix is a letter or group of letters placed after or at the end of a word to change its  

 meaning.  Which word would make sense with both suffixes -er and -ful:   
 sorrow / care ____________________________________________________________________

4. A homograph is a word that has the same spelling but a different meaning  

 (e.g. fine/fine) and sometimes a different sound (e.g. tear/tear).  
 Provide one example of a homograph associated with the law: _______________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5.  A comma ( , ) is used to indicate a short pause in a sentence or separate items in a list.  
 Rewrite the sentence placing the commas in the correct position.  
 ‘Yes I’d love to go to the cafe for breakfast!’  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time 24 hours and seven minutes from now? ________________________  
 46.5 years = _____________ weeks

7. 3 x 0.5 = _______         15.42 x 5 = _______         6.218 x 6 = _______
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Term 3 - Week 8 - Day 3

8. Write the coordinates for: A ( ___, ___ ) B ( ___, ___ ) C ( ___, ___ ) D ( ___, ___ ) E ( ___, ___ )

 9.  Volume is length x width x height. V = L x W x H. The symbol for cubic centimetres is  

 abbreviated as cm3 (e.g. 3cm x 2cm x 7cm = 42cm3).  

 How many cubic centimetres are in this rectangular prism?  _________________________

 
 
10.  Sadie is laying tiles in her bathroom. Each tile measures 12.4cm, there are 9 tiles along the 
 bathroom wall, how long is the bathroom wall?  ______________________________________

9.76cm

2cm

5cm

1 2 3 4 5
X

1
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3
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5
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 the ambalances siren is very lowd but this is so other motorists have ample time to provide 

 space on the road for the emergencie vercels path to be cleer all the way to the hospatal  

 what other triple 0 services have a siren on their vercels me stewart quized his kids  _______  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of prepositions to complete this question? 
 Write the definition for prepositions:  _______________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Some plural words are tricky. See if you can give the plural form of:  
 formula _______________________________   lady  _____________________________________ 
 radius _________________________________  half  _____________________________________  
 daughter-in-law ________________________  spoonful _________________________________

4. Write antonyms for these words:  
 vanquish ___________________   congregate ________________   restrain _______________   
 terminate __________________    bewilder __________________   

5. Circle the semi-colon in the box: 

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What was the time 180 minutes from now? __________________________________________  
 How many days altogether in February (leap year), March, April, and May:  ____________

7. Write as an algorithm below and complete the computation: 
 65.92 - 7.83 = ___________      72.43 - 29.47 = ___________     16.74 - 8.18 =  ___________

;: ? …,
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Term 3 - Week 8 - Day 4

8. Write the direction I travel on my trip around 
 Australia if I start at Adelaide, travel to  
 Melbourne, then Sydney, then Brisbane,  
 then Darwin, down to Perth, and back  
 home to Adelaide: ___________________

9. Draw the net for the 3D shape pictured:

10. Complete this magic square so each row, column and diagonal adds to 2 016:

676

666

664
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 the singers voces were in purfect harmony when they sang the national anthem at the  

	 cricket	grans	final	at	the	waca _____________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of clauses to complete this question?  
 Rearrange these words to make a clause: use	principles	scientific	we	day	every  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Compound words are two or more words joined together to form a new word  

 (e.g. seashell). Write a sentence containing at least one compound word: ______________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  Synonyms are words that have similar meanings. Write synonyms for these words:  
 impudent ___________________   fearless ___________________   jovial ____________________  
 repentant __________________   durable ___________________   

5. Circle the ellipsis in the box: 

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time in 96 hours from now?  ________________________________________  
 Write the time 18 hours and three minutes before 3:19pm on the clock face above:

7. Budget for a family of 4 for a weekend away: 
 Cabin accommodation: $190.00 per night 

 plus $30 for each extra person 

 Transport: $84.30 

 Food: $100 per day 

 Entertainment / Activities: $30 each

8. Complete the number pattern. Determine the rule:  
 1.1    2.2    3.3   4.4    ______  ______  ______  ______  ______   Rule:  ___________________

9. Write the most appropriate unit (km, m, cm, mm) to measure the distance you can kick a ball:  
 __________________________________________________________________________________

10. Speed = distance ÷ time. Answer km/h m/sec etc. A train departs at 4:15am and arrives  
 at its destination 665km away at 1:45pm. What was its average speed?  ________________

Term 3 - Week 8 - Day 5
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Item Number Cost
Accomodation $

Transport $

Food $

Entertainment/Activities $

Total Budget $
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 most people know that genuwine perls are very expenzive however do you know why its  

	 not	just	due	to	their	emmense	beauty	but	because	a	perl	takes	an	oister	up	to	five	years	to	 

 form from a foriegn object such as a speck of dirt that has been  

 washd into its shell ____________________________________________  

  ____________________________________________________________  
  ____________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________ 
 ________________________________________________________ 
  ____________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of phrases to complete this question?  
 Write an interesting sentence containing two phrases:  _______________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Contractions are shortened forms of two words.  Write the contractions for: 
 it is __________________      we are __________________      must have __________________       

4.  The definite article (the) is used when it is clear which person or thing we are talking  

 about (e.g. the dog). The indefinite articles a / or / an are used before singular and  

 non specific nouns (e.g. a book). Write the definition of indefinite articles: ____________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Write the words you find in this word worm:  _________________________________________  
               _________________________________________________________________________  
                      _________________________________________________________________________  
                                                             _______________________________________________

 

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What was the time 48 hours and 36 minutes from now? ______________________________  
 How many minutes between 7:41am and 8:10pm? _____________ minutes

7. 7 x 8 + 6 x 9 = _________________________    99 ÷ 9 + 2 =  ____________________________  
 70 ÷ (1 + 3 x 3) = ______________________    6 + 9 ÷ 3 =  _____________________________

t
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8. Draw a bar graph to match the information given:

 
9.  Formula for the perimeter of a rectangle L = length, W = width, and P = perimeter. 

 P = L + L + W + W or P = 2 x L + 2 x W or P = 2 x (L + W). 

 Circle the correct perimeter for the shape described: 
 Triangle with sides measuring 3cm, 4cm and 5cm:   60cm   12cm   34cm 
 Circle with diameter of 10cm:   3.14cm   31.4cm   6.28cm 
 Square with sides of 5.4cm: 54cm   96.16cm   21.6cm

10. 6 people from their street participated in ‘Clean-up Australia’ Day, and collected a total of 
 54 bags of rubbish. Three people collected twice  
 as many bags as the other 3. How many bags  
 did each person fill?  ________________________

Student's Eye Colour

Blue 4

Green 2

Brown 15

Hazel 9
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 whod have thought such as humungus animal could move so speadily its a fact that a 

 hipopotemus can actualy run faster that a man theyre big and hevy but have very powerful 

 muscles thatll propell them along very rapidly ________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2.  Write the dictionary meaning for evidence: _________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Locate the incorrectly spelled words. Write them correctly: The constructian of their new  

 house had began with the prelimminary step being to create a concreet fowdation for the  

 building. ________________________________________________________________________

4.  Which meaning best describes the word adequate:  _________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
 a) sufficient	to	satisfy	a	requirement	or	meet	a	need											 

 b) a technique designed in the mid-20th century to assist  

      in teaching children how to ‘add’ (ie. maths)

5. There are three words relating to things you can drink. There is  
 one odd word which is used for when something needs to be  

 done quickly. Find all four words and write them on the lines  
 below ___________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  
 What was the time 105 hours and ten minutes from now? ____________________________  
 501 minutes = _____________ hours _____________ minutes

7. Write this number: twelve million, six hundred thousand, seven hundred and ninety __________

8. = equal to or ≠ not equal to     
 Five thousand, two hundred and thirty-four               2 x 102 + 3 x 101 + 5 x 103 + 4 x 100

9. Would kilograms or tonnes be the more appropriate unit of measurement to measure:  
 a helicopter __________ a tiger? __________ a motorbike? __________ a stove? __________ 

10.  6 students had 3 dozen pencils to share equally between them. How many pencils did  
 each person receive?  ____________________________________________________________
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 i didnt sleep a wink last night all night the dog next door was barking because he was  

 mising his owners who had gone out to a party that evenning I really hope hes queit tonite   

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of conjunctions to complete this question?  
 Write the conjunction in the following sentence: They had closed the street and footpath  

 for repairs so I had to go the long way to school. _____________________________________

3. Jumble six spelling words from your weekly class list. Test someone to see if they can work  
 out your challenge! _______________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  A simile brings out the resemblance of two different things often using like or as  

 (e.g. as busy as a beaver).  Finish this sentence with a simile: 
 The cat’s purr was ________________________________________________________________

5. Write six words that have 6 vowels in them (you could use your dictionary to help you): 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time 120 minutes from now?  _______________________________________  
 How many years in six twenty fifths of a century? _____________ years

7. Place these numbers into ascending order:  49 827 365       109 284 698       75 714 495 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

8. Rate these events in order of probability in your life, 1 being the most likely, 3 being unlikely 

         You will read a book tonight                          You will be given 1 million dollars tonight 

         You will go to bed tonight 

9. Write the magnitude of the missing angle: 
  _____________________________________ 
 

10. Jared has been practising kicking goals. These are his totals for this week; 6,4,9,10,11.  
 What was his average score?  _____________________________________________________

80˚
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 the	calliflowers	appeel	for	many	people	isnt	great	however	if	prepaired	in	the	right	way	this 

 sometimes bland vegatable can come to life one of my families favourite recipies is 

	 calliflower	and	cheese	its	magnifisent	when	all	the	ingreedients	have	cooked	until	soft	and 

 creamie ________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Colloquialism is an informal phrase common in everyday speech that is often specific  

 to a country or area (e.g. bonza, crikey, g’day, Aussie, bloke). 

 Write your own sentence that includes the following colloquialisms:  
 ‘shoot through’ ‘have to race [there]’  ______________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Can you remember the meaning of apostrophe of ownership to complete this question? 
 Write the apostrophe/s of ownership in the sentence: The	police	officers	job	is	a	very	difficult	 
 one; it’s both challenging and dangerous.  __________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

4. Can you remember the meaning of metaphors or similes to complete this question? 
 Write whether the following sentence is a metaphor or simile:  ________________________  
 Their friendship was an unbroken gold ring; precious and never-ending. 

5.  Write if these sentences are past, present or future tense: 
 Unfortunately it wouldn’t be until he arrived at school that he would realise that he was  

 wearing different coloured socks.  __________________________________________________  
 Just as he arrived at school he realised that his socks were different colours. _____________  
 When he arrived at school he realised he had put on different coloured socks this morning. 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time 144 and three quarter hours from now? _________________________  
 155 years = _____________ decades

7. Turn your calculator upside down. What word do you see when you press 0.937: 
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
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8. On the grid draw a hexagon at 1,C: 

 

9. What time does Sally have her ballet lesson? ________________________________________  
 How long does the dance teacher spend teaching each type of dance?  _______________  
 How long does the dance teacher spend teaching in total?  ___________________________

10. Stewart was told he could spend $20 on activities for his birthday weekend. He can choose  
 from the following activities; movies $6.50, zoo $12.50, swimming $3.50.  
 Can he afford to do all these activities?   ____________________________________________   
 Which would you choose?  ________________________________________________________  
 How much would they cost?  ______________________________________________________

Sally's Weekly Dance Timetable
MONDAY

Ballet
TUESDAY

Tap
WEDNESDAY

Jazz
THURSDAY

Funk
FRIDAY
Hip Hop

SATURDAY
Modern

12:00
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:30
4:00

Term 3 - Week 9 - Day 4
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 when	youve	opened	a	bag	of	chips	do	you	find	it	imposible	to	not	eat	them	all	or	are	you	 

	 able	to	use	some	restrant	and	just	eat	a	cuple	molly	confided	to	sarah	i	think	it	takes	a	lot	 

 of dicipline to stop at just one small serve ____________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Nouns are the name of people, places, animals or things. 
 Write five nouns you would find in your kitchen: _____________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Can you remember the meaning of prefixes to complete this question? 

 Write a sentence using at least two words that have prefixes: _________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  Write whether the following words are homographs or homophone: 
 knight ___________________     in _____________________     down  _____________________  
 bat _____________________     idle ___________________     whole   _____________________

5. Rearrange these words to make a proper sentence: It was time to because it was almost  

	 overflowing	of	the	shed	sort	out	the	contents	with	junk. ________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What was the time 67 and a half hours from now? ___________________________________  
 Harmony was born in the year 1998. How old was she in 2010? ________________________

7.           = ______ %                = ______ %                = ______ %                = ______ %                = ______ %

8. Imagine there is a compass on the floor of your classroom with north pointing to the front  
 of the room. What is south of you in the classroom? __________________________________

9.  Which is the most suitable unit of measurement (km2, m2 or ha) when measuring the area  
 of Australia? _____________________________________________________________________

10. Caleb wanted to buy a new skateboard. He had $62 saved and got $39 from selling his old 
 skateboard. The new board will cost $89. How much change will he get?  _______________  

9 
10

37 
100

7 
25

9 
20

11 
50
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 in the past when someone had newmonia it was thought that they mustve become too  

 cold however we know now this isnt the case theyve actually caught a virus this is why you 

 shouldnt naglect using a tissue or coverring your mouth when you cof __________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of themes to complete this question?  

 Write the theme in this sentence: Everyone in the class had a water bottle but  

 Kaitlin knew hers was the only red one. _______________________________________

3. A suffix is a letter or group of letters placed after or at the end of a word to change its  

 meaning. Which word is most suitable to add the suffix -ing? (tip: you may need to modify  
 the last letter of the word, so the new word is spelled correctly)  
 traverse / theatre / attachment / zealous  ___________________________________________

4.  A homograph is a word that has the same spelling but a different meaning  

 (e.g. fine/fine) and sometimes a different sound (e.g. tear/tear).  
 Write two separate sentences to explain the homograph recess:   
 recess: __________________________________________________________________________  
 recess: __________________________________________________________________________

5. Writing Time! Finish this sentence: (Challenge! Try and write at least two paragraphs.  
 You may need to another book for extra pages to complete your awesome story).  
 As she walked into the kitchen that morning she knew straight away that ...  _____________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time 88 hours and four minutes from now? __________________________  
 In a fortnight, the baker works in her shop for 28 hours baking bread, 12 and a half hours  
 making pies, 125 minutes icing cupcakes and five and three quarter of an hours cleaning  
 up. How many hours did she work in fourteen days? _________________________________
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Term 3 - Week 10 - Day 1

7. Match the fraction with the correct section of the circle: 
  ____    _________________________________  
 
  ____    _________________________________  
 
  ____    _________________________________

8. Write the grid reference for Tasmania: _______________  
 Write the grid reference for Brisbane: _______________

9.  Would cm3 or m3 be the more appropriate volume measurement for a swimming pool? 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

10.  Complete this magic square so each row, column and diagonal adds to 2 775:

A

B

C

D

E

F

1 2 3 4 5 6

931

923 933

A

C

B

1 
4
1 
12
2 
3

B
B
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1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 heres a rather discusting fact most of the dust in your house is actualy dead skin revoltting 

 isnt it  ___________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Adjectives are describing words. Write the loudest adjective from this list: _____________  
 

3. Write the correct plural form of the word library: libraries / librarys ______________________

4.  Antonyms are words that are opposites. Write the antonyms to these six words:  
 rapid__________________   independent__________________   tangy ___________________  
 luxuriant________________   urgent _______________________   furnish ___________________

5. Rearrange these words in alphabetical order:  
 fulfilling			/			unfulfilling			/			fulfilment			/			filling			/			futile			/			funnel 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What was the time 106 hours and 39 minutes from now? _____________________________  
 sixteen months – 7 months = _____________ years

7. Use numerals and decimals to write:          one hundredth  ___________________________  
 thirty and one quarter _________________    twenty and three quarters  _________________

8. Draw tally marks to  
 match the information: 

 

 

9. Volume is length x width x height. V = L x W x H.   

 The symbol for cubic centimetres is abbreviated as cm3  

 (e.g. 3cm x 2cm x 7cm = 42cm3). How many cubic metres  
 are in this rectangular prism? ___________m3

10. Dan had to buy some school supplies. He had to buy a pencil case for $5.80; a ruler for  
 $2.10; a pen for 80cents and 2 pencils for 90 cents each. Mum gave him $50. How much  
 change would he give her?  _______________________________________________________

Term 3 - Week 10 - Day 2

quiet      booming      silent      deafening      audible      loud

Number of Times Common Words  
Appear on a Page

 

Tally Marks

and 14

the 18

if 4

but 2

in 12

a 19

9cm

4cm

5cm
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Term 3 - Week 10 - Day  3

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 the fotografers job at a weding can be very stresful the event happens only once and the 

	 fotografer	needs	to	be	able	to	capture	all	the	brides	and	grooms	most	significant	moments 

 in a skillful and artistic way _________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Adverbs are words that modify a verb, adjective or adverb. Write a sentence using two  
 adverbs:  _______________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Can you remember the meaning of compound words to complete this question?  

 Write a compound word you would find at a high school: ____________________________

4.  Synonyms are words that have similar meanings. Write a synonym to these six words: 
 enchanted ________________   swathe _________________   traverse ___________________  
 compound ________________   foundation ______________   endurance ________________

5. Which sentence below is a rhetorical question: _____________________________________ 
                   a) Is he the grumpiest cat in the world?     b) Is your cat very grumpy?

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time 38 hours and 55 minutes from now? ____________________________  
 What fraction of a century is 4 years? Write in lowest terms:  __________________________

7. How much money is shown?  ______________________________________________________

 

8. 18 ÷ ( _____x_____ ) = 6            24 ÷ ( _____÷_____ ) = 6            20 = 12 + ( _____÷_____ )

9. Draw the top view  
 and front view of  
 this 3D shape:

 
10. Earl needs to get his new bookshelf through the door to his study. The door is 75.2cm wide,  
 the bookshelf is 48.5cm wide. How much room will he have either side of the bookshelf  
 when he is moving it? _____________________________________________________________
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Term 3 - Week 10 - Day  4

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 are	you	very	good	at	tounge	twisters	well	aparently	the	most	dificult	touge	twister	in	the 

 english langage is sixth sick shieks sixth sheeps sick can you manege to do it even once  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun (e.g. her, him, its, themselves).  
 Write the correct pronoun into this sentence: 
 Molly’s soft drink became hot whilst ________________ sat in 

 the sun so ________________ bought some ice to put in it. 

3. Can you remember the meaning of contractions to complete this question? 

 Won’t is the contraction for: ______________________________________________________

4.  The definite article (the) is used when it is clear which person or thing we are talking about  

 (e.g. the dog). The indefinite articles a, or, an, are used before singular and non specific  

 nouns (e.g. a book). Choose definite or indefinite articles to complete this sentence: 
 It was such _______ hot day and so _______ ice-cold glass of water was _______ necessity.

5. A colon ( : ) is used after a statement that introduces a list or examples  

 (e.g. My best friends are: Toby, Nathaniel and Jerimiah).  

 Rewrite the sentence/s placing the colon in the correct position:  
 Four people managed to squeeze onto the couch Aunty Anne,  

 Gramps, Dad and Peta. ____________________________________________ 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time 78 hours and 32 minutes from now?  ___________________________  
 Write these times on the analogue clock:

7. 800 x 4 = ____________      23 = ____________      33 = ____________      92 =  ____________
 

07:41 06:07
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8. Write in the missing magnitudes:

9. Write the length in both cm and mm where the arrow is pointing: ______________________

10. James wants to pebble a triangular shaped area. Each bag of pebbles covers 2.5m2 and 
 weighs 15kg. (Clue: to calculate area, use half of a rectangle). 
 How many bags will he need?  ____________________________________________________  
 How much will they weigh?  _______________________________________________________

Term 3 - Week 10 - Day  4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

˚

˚

45˚

95˚ ˚

70˚

˚

˚

˚

25˚75˚

˚

˚

˚

˚
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Term 3 - Week 10 - Day  5

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 wendy had already organised cake and party supplys for the weekend to celabrate dads  

 birthday we felt quite prepeared until we realised wed forgotting to check to see if hed  

 made plans to play golf all day saturday he mightnt even be at his oun surprize party 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of prepositions to complete the question? 
 Write the correct preposition into this sentence:  
 Jai had never been in trouble at school, ____________one time  

 when he was chewing gum _____________________ class.

3. Locate the incorrectly spelled words. Write them correctly:  
 occasional  /  conchence  /  exhillarating  /  chauffer  ________________________________

4.  Write a word or phrase with a similar (or same) meaning to the word highlighted:  
 The moon is something we take for granted as part of our night-scene, until you look at it  

 through a telescope and have a new appreciation for how alien and mysterious it is.  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Write your own sentence using three commas:  ______________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time 76 hours and 45 minutes from now? ____________________________  
 16.75 years, how many months? ___________________________________________________

7. 36 = __________ squared          81 = __________ squared          100 = __________ squared

8. Complete the counting pattern. Determine the rule (you may use a calculator): 
 54    48    42    36   ______  ______  ______  ______  ______   Rule:  _____________________

9. Perimeter for pentagon is P = S x 5. 

 Write the perimeter of this shape: __________________ 
 
10.  Ron uses 1 1 

2  cups of flour and 3 
4  cup of sugar. How many cups of dry ingredients does he 

 have altogether? _________________________________________________________________

6cm

except     at    before     

for     in
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Answers

Week 1 - Day 1
1. The magazine’s front cover was of a 

woman in a striking long brilliant green 
dress. It caught Adelle’s eye as soon as 
she walked into the newsagents. She had 
been wondering what to wear to her year 
twelve graduation and now she knew 
exactly. It was this!

2. Proper Nouns: Tracey, Roald Dahl, 
Google.  
Common Nouns: beagle, vegemite, ball

3. no, your
4. The definite article (the) is used when it is 

clear which person or thing we are talking  
about (e.g. the dog). The indefinite 
articles a / or / an are used before 
singular and non specific nouns  
(e.g. a book).

5. various answers, adult to check
6. adult to direct, adult to check

7. 55.36
8. 5E / 5E, 5D, 6E, 6D / use 5.5 for 

Melbourne and 5.75 for Griffith
9. 5, 5, 8
10. $79.95 
Week 1 - Day 2
1. “Jump!” yelled her friends waiting for her 

to leap the stream and join them on the 
other side.

2. Verbs are doing / action words.
3. historic, picturesque, beautiful, visitors, 

enjoyed, negotiating
4. instruct/show, make
5. attachment, attention, enthralled, envious, 

uncanny, uncivilised
6. adult to direct, adult to check, Tuesday 

11:56am
7. 20
8. 2, 4, 7, 11,16, 22, 29, 37, 46  

Rule: adding the next consecutive 
counting number to previous answer

9. 96cm3

10. 1
1 
4  

Week 1 - Day 3
1. I made the assumption that the attorney 

wanted me to make an appointment 
because I was anxious regarding my 
purchase of the property at 14 Turner 
Street, Newmarket.

2. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. spectacular, electric, cooperative, 
insignificant, cumbersome

3. uflunwal - unlawful, eatrnltar - alternate, 
recuso - source, eucas - sauce

4. metaphor
5. a
6. adult to direct, adult to check,  

20 years 3 months
7. 32 ÷ 8 = 4, 6 x 7 ÷ 21 = 2
8. Victoria, Brisbane, South Australia
9. 9.6L
10. $58.65
Week 1 - Day 4
1. “The leader of the Federal Government in 

Australia is called the Prime Minister,” Mrs 
Mac was explaining to her class, “and the 
official residence of the Prime Minister is 
Kirribilli House in Sydney.”

2. various answers e.g. It was a new 
computer on the box on the table.

3. various answers e.g. Sydney’s weather, 
Rema’s shoes, the girls’ bags

4. various answers e.g. The hen’s eggs were 
little yellow balls.

5. colon after foods: - I have four favourite 
foods: chips, mango, macadamia nuts 
and tofu.

6. adult to direct, adult to check,  
10 hours 4 minutes

7. 75% = 
75 

100 = 
3 
4 , 37% = 

37 
100,  

60% = 
60 

100 = 
3 
5 = 

24 
100, 24% = 

24 
100 = 

6 
25

8. adult to check
9. km
10. $6.75
Week 1 - Day 5
1. The body is made up of many muscles 

that enable us to run very fast or lift quite 
heavy objects. However I bet you can’t 
guess which is the strongest muscle in 
the body! It’s the tongue.

2. he, him, himself
3. unsatisfactory
4. various answers 

medal: The official at the Olympic Games 
placed a medal for second place around 
the swimmer’s next. 

 meddle: Never meddle in someone else's 
affairs. 

5. various answers e.g. In the garden shed 
Uncle Henry has three mowers, a rake, 
one leaf blower and several shovels.

6. adult to direct, adult to check, 3:50
7. various answers e.g. 

1 
2  = 

4 
8  or 

25 
50  or 

10 
20  etc 

1 
5  = 

2 
10  or 

10 
50  or 

20 
100 etc 

4 
10  = 

2 
5  or 

40 
100 or 

8 
20  etc

8. 5 904 - 2 505 = 3 399
9. 9cm
10. 76.0cm
Week 2 - Day 1
1. The prosecution’s deliberations took 

longer than expected in the trial of the 
country’s worst terrorist.

2. various answers e.g. down by the tree, 
Joan looked under the rock, around the 
grassy

3. fearless / fearful
4. various answers e.g. words will be 

opposite black/white
5. There are so many things to do at the 

beach such as; swimming, making sand 
castles and playing ball games.

6. adult to direct, adult to check,  
132 months

7. 8.35, 75.4, 75.46, 75.6, 94.4
8. various answers, adult to check
9. 3.2t = 3 200 kg = 3 200 000g

10. 
5 
8 , 0.625

Week 2 - Day 2
1. Growing a vegetable garden is an 

extremely rewarding thing to do for many 
different reasons. Firstly, when you grow 
your own vegetables, you can pick them 
straight from the garden at the optimum 
time for ripeness. Secondly, you can also 
save money which is what everyone is 
trying to do right? Thirdly, growing your 
own vegetables, you look after your health, 
limiting the amount of pesticides and 
chemicals you are placing into your body. 
Finally and the most rewarding of them all, 
you are participating in a very satisfying 
hobby in creating a productive garden.

2. various answers e.g. In their unit, Jake 
and Thomas could not have an outside 
garden.

3. glass - glasses, grocery - groceries, hive 
- hives, luxury - luxuries, echo - echoes, 
donkey - donkeys

4. various answers  
wound: The wound on the leg was 
bleeding.  
wound: I wound the tape back up. 

5. various answers e.g. mystery, principle, 
initial, lose, cooperate, vague

6. adult to direct, adult to check, 7:52
7. $51.62
8. trapezium / 3,C
9. 127˚, angle is obtuse
10. 7 623 feathers
Week 2 - Day 3
1. Her baby was 3 years old and she 

so badly wanted her daughter to be 
baptised at the local church. The mother 
finally found a wonderful church called 
St. John’s Church. The priest’s name was 
Father Thomas Shepard, who welcomed 
the two lovingly into his church.

2. various answers e.g. in the dazzling light, 
the bubbling stream rippled over the 
stones

3. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. eggshell, hairbrush

4. various answers e.g. words that are 
similar joy/happy

5. 

6. adult to direct, adult to check,
 5 decades
7. division must be done first a) 40 b) 22
8. 

9. 3:15pm
10.  33 per day; 5 (school week) x 33 = 165 

sandwiches
Week 2 - Day 4
1. “Get out!” Mavis screamed at the dirty 

dog who was walking mud through the 
house.

2. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. involving many carefully arranged 
parts or details, detailed and complicated 
in design and planning

3. Contractions are shortened forms of two 
words

4. an, the
5.                              spicy, salty,  

                             tangy, cocoa

6. adult to direct, adult to check,  
56 years old

7. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, 48
8. 1, 8, 27, 64, 125, 216, 343, 512, 729 

Rule: the cube of counting numbers from 
1-9

; : ? … ,

Classroom Hair Colour
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9. 68 cm2

10.  $18 was the individual contribution
Week 2 - Day 5
1. The two horses were locked away in 

the stables until the storm cleared. The 
stables’ assistant was constantly talking 
to the horses calmly saying, “There, 
there, it’s alright boys. The thunder and 
lightening will stop soon and then you can 
gallop around the meadows again.” 

2. yet
3. equivalent, linguist
4. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. The ocean was as still as the calm 
before the storm.

5. various answers, adult to check   
e.g education, authorise, regulation, 
precaution

6. adult to direct, adult to check, 11 hours 9 
minutes

7. 4 x 10 000 000 = 40 000 000
8. Blue -             White - 

Red -                        Silver - 
Green -             Yellow -       Black - 

9. cm3

10. $30
Week 3 - Day 1
1. The children demonstrated incredible 

initiative in writing a play entitled, ‘Adopt a 
Pet.’

2. various answers, adult to check e.g. 
Bruteous was Jono’s rad mutt that jumped 
into the back of his ute in one large leap.

3. various answers adult to check
4. ahead 
5. hated, hate, will hate / negotiated, 

negotiate, will negotiate / mourned, 
mourn, will mourn / fixed, fix, will fix / 
typed, type, will type / yelled, yell, will/
shall yell

6. adult to direct, adult to check,  
9 weeks 0 days

7. 738 - 538 = 200, 738 ÷ 3 - 46 = 200,  
(738 - 338) ÷ 2 = 200

8. 
3 
8  equal to (=) 0.375, 

3 
4  equal to (=)  

0.75, 
1 
2  not equal to (≠) 0.25

9. 378 m3

10. 8 years 
Week 3 - Day 2
1. At the college, the police sergeant 

recommended the following literature 
to be read: ‘Police Administration,’ by 
John Jones; ‘Alleviating Stress,’ by 
Anne Green; and ‘Team Work,’ by Jane 
Stilmore.

2. various answers e.g. anybody, nobody, 
him, her

3. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. breakfast, downfall, whenever, 
policeman, ransacked

4. simile
5. Some people can recite the alphabet 

backwards; can you?
6. adult to direct, adult to check, 775 years
7. 

7 
100 = 7%, 

7 
20  =  

35 
100  = 35%,  

37 
50   = 

74 
100 = 74%

8. tractor and monster truck, 
3 
8 / 0.375, 

plane or hotrod car, 
1 
8  / 0.125 / 

6 
8  = 

3 
4  

9. triangular based prism
10. various answers, adult to check
Week 3 - Day 3
1. Although few children seem to see 

the appeal, many adults around the 
world enjoy a cup of tea every day. Tea 

originated in China but became very 
popular in England, Russia and America. 
Most of the tea imported to these 
countries these days is actually grown in 
Sri Lanka, India and Kenya.

2. lived, returned, tried, had, abroad, very, 
back

3. various answers e.g. disorganised, 
uncoordinated

4. Homophones are words that sound the 
same but have different meanings and 
spelling (e.g. ate/eight).

5. various answers, adult to check
6. adult to direct, adult to check,  

midnight 12am

7. 
1 
3  = 

8 
24 , 

4 
8  = 

2 
4 , 

2 
3  = 

18 
27

8. right angle, obtuse angle,  3:45
9. 7.3cm (73mm)
10.

Week 3 - Day 4
1. The 'Lord is my Shepherd,’ is the 23rd 

Psalm, and is often sung or said at 
religious ceremonies or events.

2. crispy, golden
3. manoeuvring, add s to cowards, 

spouses, individuals
4. A homograph is a word that has the same 

spelling but a different meaning (e.g. fine/
fine) and sometimes a different sound (e.g. 
tear/tear) 

5. experienced, expressing, eucalyptus, 
Europe, influence, insecurity

6. adult to direct, adult to check, 
33 years 4 months

7. 1000.24
8. 

9. 29.2cm
10. $7.20
Week 3 - Day 5
1. The mother of the prisoner pleaded with 

her son to surrender himself to the police. 
“You need to give yourself up Darryn, 
they are only going to find you in the end 
and you will be punished further,” his 
mother said, and then started to cry.

2. never, very
3. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. singular: bed, plural: beds
4. Antonyms are words that are opposites.
5. various answers. adult to check  

e.g. Why would you say that?
6. adult to direct, adult to check,  

1 157 weeks
7. $512.26 + $93.85 = $606.11 

280.2 ÷ 6 = 46.7, 3.56 x 23 = 81.88
8. various answers, adult to discuss
9. 7 468kg
10. no, she’s 30 cents short
Week 4 - Day 1
1. The speakers at the conference were: Mrs 

Joy Smithers, Social Media, Ms Sharon 
Gillespie, Business Marketing and Dr 
Elise Ferguson, Business Management.

2. knowledge, Harry Potter

3. various answers, adult to check e.g. 
childrens' books, womens’ classes

4.  A
5. Bread has only 3 main ingredients; yeast, 

flour and water.
6. adult to direct, adult to check

7. 1 800, 25 000, 160 000
8. July and August, $20 / Nov and Dec, $30 

/ Xmas gifts
9. 155˚, obtuse, acute, 250
10. 15.6 cm
Week 4 - Day 2
1. “Can you play me a song on your guitar? 

I only play percussion instruments, such 
as the conga drums, cymbals, song bells 
and the tambourine,” Patricia was telling 
Sophie. “Maybe one day we should play 
in a band together. What do you think?” 
Patricia asked shyly.

2. between, under, on
3. band is, they are
4. the, a
5.  

6. adult to direct, adult to check,  
755 minutes

7. 58,  
9 x 9 = 81, 9 x 3 = 27, 9 x 6 = 54,  
9 x 11 = 99

8. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. answers should go close to 3.14

9. Wednesday, 10 hours, 5 hours
10.

Week 4 - Day 3
1. “You mightn’t have ever thought about it 

but you’ve never sneezed with your eyes 
open. In fact, it’s a scientific oddity that 
it’s impossible to sneeze with your eyes 
open,” the student teacher stated in the 
health lesson.

2. She loved peanuts however, these were 
just too salty.

3. entrenched, symptom, entrepreneur
4. B
5. various answer, adult to check
6. adult to direct, adult to check, 

77 minutes
7. 283 952
8. 1.8, 2.1, 2.4, 2.7, 3.0, 3.3, 3.6, 3.9, 4.2 

Rule: add 0.3 to previous answer
9. 4cm x 4cm = 16cm2

10. 13.5m
Week 4 - Day 4
1. Like humans, animals have many ways 

that they communicate: gestures, facial 
expressions, gaze, smell and sounds; 
but some even communicate with electric 
signals.

2. of hot chocolate, on a winter’s night
3. ecelarbte - celebrate / cereh - cheer, 

verbs
4. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. as big as an elephant
5. You should have at least eight glasses of 

water a day...I had just two.
6. adult to direct, adult to check, 

33 years 4 months = 33
1 
3  years

729 715 725

719 723 727

721 731 717

N
NE

E

S

W

SE

NW

SW

Answers

; : ? … ,

830 816 826

820 824 828

822 832 818
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Answers

7. google
8. 2,C
9. 12m x 1m, 2m x 6m, 3m x 4m
10. 7 895, seven thousand, eight hundred 

and ninety-five
Week 4 - Day 5
1. Even the most insignificant creature is 

amazing in some way. For example, a 
snail can sleep for three years! Can you 
imagine being that tired?

2. fitting in well with a person’s needs, 
activities and plans

3. Australia’s
4. various answers e.g. the classroom was a 

zoo, their home was prison
5. catalogue, tongue, introduce, million, 

magnify, guilty
6. adult to direct, adult to check, 56 years 

old

7. 
4 
10  = 40%, 

6 
10  = 60%, 

7 
10  = 70%

8. 

9. 3.750L
10. 5, c = circumference, r = radius,  

d = diameter
Week 5 - Day 1
1. Australian native animals are of a great 

appeal for tourists holidaying in this 
country. A  koala’s cuddle is right up there 
as a highlight of many foreign visitors’ 
trips here.

2. but
3. unexpected, misadventure, predetermine
4. daze - days, heel - heal, knead - need, 

flower - flour, holy - wholly, horse - 
hoarse

5. regional
6. adult to direct, adult to check, 

6 hours 27 minutes

7. 
3 
8  + 

4 
8  = 

7 
8 ,  

3 
6  + 

1 
3  = 

5 
6 ,  

2 
3  + 

1 
6  = 

5 
6

8. r - 10cm, d - 20cm / r - 7m, d - 14m /  
r - 3cm, d - 6cm

9. 

10. 6, 3.14 OR 
22 
7  (3

1 
7 ) 

Week 5 - Day 2
1. What did you have for breakfast? Well, 

if you were a crocodile, you would 
occasionally snack on some rocks. This 
isn’t because you didn’t catch a fish, it’s 
because having rocks in your stomach 
assists in grinding up your food.

2. The tradie was a slack worker.
3. creation, creating, creater, created, 

creates, creatable
4. engage, reform, letter, proceeds
5. lonely, release, solemn, sauce, absurd, 

conscientious
6. adult to direct, adult to check, 

3 
100

7. 8
3 
10  = 8.3, 2

1 
4  = 2.25, 2

1 
5  = 2.2,  

10
6 
10  = 10.6, 3

1 
2  = 3.5, 4

3 
5  = 4.6,  

9
8 
10  = 9.8, 5

3 
4  = 5.75, 1

4 
5  = 1.8,  

6
4 
10  = 6.4, 7

1 
4  = 7.25, 2

2 
5  = 2.4,  

3
2 
10  = 3.2, 4

3 
4  = 4.75, 4

3 
5  = 4.6

8. Friday, 18, 
1 
6  , Wednesday and Monday, 

1 
12  , 3

9. 40m3

10. $35.60
Week 5 - Day 3
1. The maths teacher explained to her year 

9 class, “In mathematics we use technical 
terms such as algebra, ratio, fractions, 
proportion, patterning, circumference and 
geometry.”

2. ballet shoes, dancer
3. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. words will mean more than one apple 
= apples

4. donate - refrain/withhold,  
absence  - abundance/enough/plenty, 
escapee - prisoner,  
known - unfamiliar,  
applicable - unsuitable/inappropriate, 
innocence - guilt/corruption

5. She grabbed the dog who tried to 
escape.

6. adult to direct, adult to check

7. 

8. 20-12÷4 greater than (>) 2x5+5 
52-10÷5 greater than (>) 7x3+9 
68-81÷9 greater than (>)  4x8+3

9. 14cm
10. $40 - $31 = $9 - no, she is $1 short
Week 5 - Day 4
1. Polar bears seem to have the whitest of 

fur. However, they actually have black 
skin. Even more unusual is their fur isn’t 
white either. It’s clear, but reflects the 
light, making it seem white.

2. chatter, converse, discuss, communicate, 
express, utter

3. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. cupboard, hardware, lifesaving, 
stonewall

4. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. appreciative - grateful/indebted, 
allowance - salary/allocation,  
smoothly - evenly/sleekly,  
construction - development/
manufacture,  
smother - choke/douse/overwhelm, 
loathsome - abhorrent

5. There is much evidence that Captain 
Cook was not the first explorer to visit 
Australia. 

6. adult to direct, adult to check, 1:41

7. 35 ÷ 3 = 11r2 = 11
2 
3  

8. fish, 
34 
52  or 

17 
26 , jellyfish 

1 
52 ,  

4 
52  = 

2 
26  = 

1 
13  

9. 9t = 9 000kg = 9 000 000g / 6t = 6 000kg 
= 6 000 000g

10. 11 pencils
Week 5 - Day 5
1. The sphinx, a mythical creature with a 

lion’s body and a human head, stands on 
the bank of the Nile in Eygpt, and is the 
oldest known statue of this monumental 
size. It stands 73.5 metres long, 19.3 
metres wide and 20.22 metres high.

2. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. screaming, fast, large

3. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. isn’t, couldn’t

4. the, to, a, a

5. solution, solvent, souvenir, uncivilised, 
unified, unique

6. adult to direct, adult to check, Monday 
8:38am

7. 97 - 35 = 62
8. boat, bottom row right
9. 1530
10. $6.05
Week 6 - Day 1
1. China is a very large place with a huge 

number of people living there. Despite 
Mandarin being the national language, 
China actually has more English speakers 
than the United States. One interesting 
fact about China is: Asiatic golden cats, 
who live in the south of the country, 
sometimes communicate by spitting.

2. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. slowly, quickly

3. landscape, mountainous, scattered, 
occasional, eucalyptus, scene, upon

4. various answers, adult to check 
e.g. knowledge, automobile/car, 
production, harm/destruction

5. various answers. adult to check
6. adult to direct, adult to check, 8:28am

7. 38 147, 70 402
8. 3.14 or 3

1 
7  or  

22 
7   

c = circumference, r = radius,  
d = diameter  
12cm/24cm, 5.5cm/11cm,17cm/34cm

9. straight angle
10. c = π x d = 3.14 x 10 = 31.4m 
Week 6 - Day 2
1. Mrs Pott’s lunches are always filled with 

delicious fillings that she creatively makes 
every day. They include curried eggs, 
beetroot, avocado, leg ham, chicken and 
other nourishing ingredients. Sometimes 
she uses multigrain bread, other times 
wholemeal bread, but what she loves the 
most are wraps. I think to myself, “She 
is such a marvellous role model for her 
students.”

2. replace the second Ms Phillips’s year 5 
class with them

3. teacher, library, desks, students, 
classroom, playground 

4. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. as white as snow

5. B
6. adult to direct, adult to check,  

2 041 weeks
7. x
8. 2, 2

2 
5 , 2

4 
5 , 3

1 
5 , 3

3 
5  

Rule: adding 
2 
5

9. 1.5L
10. $57.60
Week 6 - Day 3
1. The three boys’ jackets were not exactly 

the same: one was navy with leather 
patches on the arms, another was navy 
with a red and navy striped collar and 
the third one was navy with sliver metal 
buttons.

2. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. in, at, over, on, near, through

3. various answers, adult to check e.g dog’s 
bones, dogs’ bones, James’s hat

4. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. My cat is a fluffy ball; my dog was a 
silent predator; parakeet was a colourful 

N

NE

E

S

W

SE

NW

SW
   $1034.27 

      $  672.43- 

   $361.84
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rainbow
5. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. sentences will contain colons :
6. adult to direct, adult to check, yes, 

divisible by 4

7. 
3 
10  = 0.3, 30%, 

67 
10  = 6.7, 670%, 

83 
10  = 8.3, 

830%, 
3 
5  =  0.6, 60%, 

4 
25  = 0.16, 16% 

75 
100 = 

3 
4 , 

36 
42  = 

6 
7 , 

21 
35  = 

3 
5 , 

16 
20  = 

4 
5 , 

72 
81  

= 
8 
9  

92 = 81, √36 = 6, 112 = 121, √25 = 5,  
82 = 64

8. 25, 4th, 10, 
10 
25   or 

2 
5  ,  40%,  2nd half 

(13)
9. 15.0m2

10.
 

Week 6 - Day 4
1. “Did you get any homework today?” 

Omar’s dad asked him when he arrived 
home from school. Omar did have 
homework but wasn’t keen to do it this 
evening because he really wanted to play 
his new computer game. “Yeah, but do I 
have to do it tonight?” he asked hopefully.

2. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. a) Many people argue with others 
b) The boisterous wind blew leaves 
everywhere c) The waves hungrily ate the 
sandy foreshores (metaphor as well)

3. reinvent
4. meet,meat
5. various answers e.g.physician, restaurant, 

discipline, dialogue, foreign, anguish
6. adult to direct, adult to check, 200 years
7. 

5 
6  - 

2 
6  = 

3 
6  = 

1 
2 , 

3 
4  - 

2 
3  = 

9 
12  - 

8 
12  = 

1 
12

8. 
8 
20  or 

2 
5  or 

4 
10 , 0.4, 40%  

12 
20  or 

6 
10  or 

3 
5 , 0.6 / 60%

9. r - 5cm, d -10cm, c - 31.4cm  
r - 2cm, d - 4cm, c - 12.56cm 
r - 1cm, d - 2cm, c - 6.28cm 
r - 10cm, d - 20cm, c - 62.80cm 
r - 3cm, d - 6cm, c - 18.84cm 
r - 20cm, d - 40cm, c - 125.6cm 
various answers, adult to discuss

10. P = 24m
Week 6 - Day 5
1. I’d feel wretched if I didn’t shower once a 

day. For example after running around all 
day yesterday completing all my chores, 
I can’t imagine what would’ve made me 
feel as relaxed as the nice hot shower I 
had before I retired to bed.

2. various answers, adult to check e.g. The 
moonbeams danced all over the Earth.

3. severest
4. homograph
5. various answers, adult to check
6. adult to direct, adult to check

7. 
5 
8 -

1 
4 =

3 
8 , 1-

1 
4 =

3 
4 , 

3 
4 -

1 
2 =

1 
4  

8. 30 x 12 equal to (=) 2160 ÷ 6
9. triangular based pyramid
10. 22m
Week 7 - Day 1
1. A castle is a type of residence that was 

built in Europe and the Middle East 

hundreds and hundreds of years ago by 
rich land owners. They were designed to 
be very difficult to enter thus protected 
the lords, ladies and servants who lived 
there.

2. needed to be done, achieved, present or 
essential

3. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. swings, children, parents, fireman’s 
pole, monkey bars, slides

4. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. antonyms are words that are 
opposites. Prince: The princess was very 
dignified during her speech.

5. b, c, d, f, g, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, q, r, s, t, v, w, 
x, y, z

6. adult to direct, adult to check,  
29 years 6 months

7. 4.89 + 7.83 = 12.72, 7.93 + 8.18 = 16.11, 
29.47 + 6.27 = 35.74, 96.8 x 7 = 677.6, 
2.43 x 2.9 = 7.047, 64.3 x 10 = 643,  
64.3 x 0.1 = 6.43

8. various answers, adult to discuss
9. c = 10 x 3.14 = 31.4  

the semicircle = 31.4 ÷ 2 = 15.7,  
answer is 15.7 + 10 + 15 +15 = 55.7m

10.  S = D/T = 1080/15 = 72km/h (distance = 
1080km, time = 15hr) 

Week 7 - Day 2
1. It wasn’t appropriate that the father 

wouldn’t sign the permission slip for his 
child to attend school camp. The father 
didn’t consider the fact that teachers 
needed permission for all children to 
attend.

2. since
3. various answers, adult to check  

e.g hairbrush, fireman
4.  various answers, adult to check
5. hiding
6. adult to direct, adult to check, 6:15
7. 

8. 

9. P = 2 x (L+W) = 2 x 15 = 30cm
10. 100 ÷ 5 = 20 minutes
Week 7 - Day 3
1. The recipe’s list of ingredients was very 

long. Jono really wanted to make a 
chocolate mud cake for his twin sisters’ 
birthday. He was starting to worry that his 
mum’s pantry didn’t contain half these 
things the recipe said he needed.

2. truck (accept dad)
3. shall not
4. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. The young boy collected an 
old board game, a die, the game’s 
instructions and a pen and paper before 
setting off to a friend’s place.

5. Although it has been a week of 
destructive storms and rain, it also had 
left the landscape very green.

6. adult to direct, adult to check,  
105 months, 3 600 seconds

7. True
8. various answers, adult to check e.g. mid 

third row from the whiteboard, and Todd

9. 

10. $10
Week 7 - Day 4
1. “Both the actresses’ dresses were made 

identically,” the reporter on the red carpet 
said in astonishment. “It’s clear to see 
they have the same impressive taste,” he 
went on to say. “At least their jewellery is 
different,” he laughed.

2. Bali, dance, part, culture, children, craft
3. emergency, discernible
4. cautiously
5. various answers, adult to check
6. adult to direct, adult to check, 7:21
7. seven million, eight hundred and three 

thousand and fifty-nine
8. 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81  

Rule - square the counting numbers
9. 120˚
10. $24.50, yes
Week 7 - Day 5
1. Have you ever considered the importance 

of plumbers? Without effective plumbing, 
that is the disposal of wastes and 
delivery of water, cities couldn’t grow and 
accomodate all the people who need to 
live there. The history of civilisation has 
depended on plumbers. 

2. The bank
3. txiecsene - existence, tvnalree - relevant, 

yrallciutpar - particularly, ltnaedicin - 
incidental

4. metaphor
5. teasing, tempting, tension, transfer, 

transfusion, tunnel
6. adult to direct, adult to check,  

13 hours 41 minutes
7. 109 284 698, 75 714 495, 49 827 365
8. 

9. 9:10pm
10. 

2 
8  or 

1 
4  left

Week 8 - Day 1
1. We should've arrived at the departure 

area about thirty minutes earlier but 
we’d been caught in the traffic on the 
motorway and so were running extremely 
late. However, we’d run through the 
airport as fast as we could with all our 
bags, and amazingly managed to get to 
the gate on time.

2. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. loud, cheering, maroon, supporters

3. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. childrens’ shoes, doctors’ surgery, 
trees’ leaves

4. various answers, adult to check 
A metaphor is when we compare two 
things but we say one thing is the other  
(e.g. the sea is an angry dog). 

5. various answers, adult to check 
Rhetorical questions are asked when an 
answer is not needed (e.g. Why would 
anyone hurt an animal?)

6. adult to direct, adult to check,  
12 weeks 1 day

7. 4 x 4 x 2, 4 x 8, 4 x 2 x 2 x 2
8. 35, George, 

7 
35  or 

1 
5 , 0.2, 7

9. 20m2

10. 2 pairs of thongs

Answers

N

NE

E

S

W

SE

NW

SW

   $   9.82 
      $  17.59

$  38.75 
$   5.48+ 

   $ 71.64

S

F

   4458 
      4839+

   9297

1032 1018 1028

1022 1026 1030

1024 1034 1020
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Week 8 - Day 2
1. Masks are objects worn on the face. 

They have been a part of nearly every 
culture across the world since ancient 
times. Masks are employed for protection, 
disguise, performance, entertainment and 
even therapy.

2. Adverbs are words that modify a verb, 
adjective or adverb.

3. dismount
4. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. great/grate
5. 

6. adult to direct, adult to check,  
35 weeks 1 day, 1hr 2 min

7. 
13 
10  = 130%, 

4 
5  = 

8 
10   80%,  

9 
20  = 

45 
100  45%, 

3 
25  = 

12 
100 12%

8. purple, green, blue, red  
red ball: 

7 
20    

red and blue ball: 
13 
20   

blue and green ball: 
10 
20  (

1 
2 ) 

purple ball: 
3 
20   which is 15%

9. 1 000kL
10. 3.04 m
Week 8 - Day 3
1. We don’t know if it was the great weather, 

because they were on home soil, high 
morale or just because they were in top 
form, but our footy team had never played 
so well.

2. A pronoun is a word that takes the place 
of a noun (e.g. her, him, it, themselves).

3. carer
4. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. rules
5. comma after yes - 'Yes, I'd love to go to 

the cafe for breakfast!'
6. adult to direct, adult to check,  

2 418 weeks
7. 3 x 0.5 = 1.5, 15.42 x 5 = 77.10,  

6.218 x 6 = 37.308
8. A (2,1), B (1,2), C (3,3), D (4,2), E (2,4)
9. 97.6cm3

10. 111.6 cm
Week 8 - Day 4
1. “The ambulance’s siren is very loud but 

this is so other motorists have ample 
time to provide space on the road for the 
emergency vehicle’s path to be clear all 
the way to the hospital. What other triple 
0 services have a siren on their vehicle?” 
Mr Stewart quizzed his kids.

2. A preposition is a word used before a 
noun or a pronoun to show its relationship 
to some other word in the sentence; it is 
used to make a phrase (e.g under the 
box, in the box, on the box, by, up, down, 
near, through, over, at). 

3. formula - formulae, lady - ladies, radius 
- radii, half -halves, daughter-in-law - 
daughters-in-law, spoonful - spoonfuls

4. various answers e.g. vanquish - scatter/
remove, congregate - assebmle/group, 
restrain - hold, terminate - finish/end/
conclude, bewilder - mystify

5. 

6. adult to direct, adult to check, 121 days
7. Each sum should be vertically set out

8. Start at Adelaide, travel SE to Melbourne, 
NE to Sydney, N (accept NE) to Brisbane, 
NW to Darwin, SW to Perth then E to 
Adelaide

9. 

10. 

Week 8 - Day 5
1. The singers’ voices were in perfect 

harmony when they sang the national 
anthem at the cricket  grand final at the 
WACA.

2. We use scientific principles every day.
3. various answers e.g.The angry waves 

pounded the foreshore.
4. various answers e.g. impudent - cheeky, 

fearless - brave/courageous, jovial - 
genial/friendly, repentant - sorrowful, 
durable - lasting

5.  
 

6. adult to direct, adult to check

7. Accomodation = 2 x $190 = $380 
Transport = $84.30 
Food = 2 x $100 = $200 
Entertainment/activities = 4 x $30 = $120 
Final TOTAL = $784.3

8. 1.1, 2.2, 3.3, 4.4, 5.5, 6.6, 7.7, 8.8, 9.9 
Rule: add 1.1 to previous answer

9. m
10. 70km/h
Week 9 - Day 1
1. Most people know that genuine pearls are 

very expensive. However, do you know 
why? It’s not just due to their immense 
beauty, but because a pearl takes an 
oyster up to five years to form from a 
foreign object, such as a speck of dirt 
that has been washed into its shell.

2. various answers, adult to check e.g. On 
the weekend we went fishing in the lake.

3. it is - it’s (its), we are - we’re,  
must have - must’ve

4. The indefinite articles a / or / an are used 
before singular and non specific nouns 
(e.g. a book). 

5. various answers e.g. photo, photograph, 
photographer, honour, honourable, able, 
liquor, hostile, tile, government, tent

6. adult to direct, adult to check,  
1 049 minutes

7. 7 x 8 + 6 x 9 = 110, 99 ÷ 9 + 2 = 13,  
70 ÷ (1 + 3 x 3) = 7, 6 + 9 ÷ 3 = 9

8. adult to check
9. Triangle - 12 cm, Circle - 31.4cm,  

Square - 21.6cm
10. 6 each
Week 9 - Day 2
1. Who’d have thought such a humungous 

animal could move so speedily. It’s a fact 
that a hippopotamus can actually run 
faster than a man. They’re big and heavy, 
but have very powerful muscles that’ll 
propel them along very rapidly.

2. the available body of facts or information 
indicating whether a belief or case is true 
or valid

3. construction, begun, preliminary, 
concrete, foundation

4. A
5. cola, cordial, water, urgent
6. adult to direct, adult to check,  

8 hours 21 minutes
7. 12 600 790
8. Five thousand, two hundred and thirty 

four equal to (=) 2 x 102 + 3 x 101 + 5 x 
103 + 4 x 100

9. Helicopter - t, Tiger - kg, Motorbike - kg, 
a stove - kg

10. 6 each
Week 9 - Day 3
1. I didn’t sleep a wink last night. All night 

the dog next door was barking because 
he was missing his owners who had gone 
out to a party that evening. I really hope 
he’s quiet tonight.

2. so
3. various answers, adult to check
4. as comforting as my mother’s touch
5. various answers, adult to check 

e.g. civilisation, quadrilateral, 
evaporation, determination, appreciation

6. adult to direct, adult to check, 24 years 
7. 49 827 365, 75 714 495, 109 284 698
8. various answers, adult to discuss
9. 100˚
10. 8 goals
Week 9 - Day 4
1. The cauliflower’s appeal for many 

people isn’t great. However if prepared 
in the right way this sometimes bland 
vegetable can come to life. One of my 
family’s favourite recipes is cauliflower 
and cheese. It’s magnificent when all the 
ingredients have cooked until soft and 
creamy.

2. various answers e.g. I will have to race, 
dad will become impatient and shoot 
through.

3. officer’s job
4. metaphor
5. future, past, past
6. adult to direct, adult to check,  

15.5 decades
7. lego
8. 

9. 2-3pm, 1 hour, 6 hours
10.  no, various answers for both questions, 

adult to discuss
Week 9 - Day 5
1. “When you’ve opened a bag of chips 

do you find it impossible to not eat them 
all, or are you able to use some restraint 
and just eat a couple?” Molly confided to 
Sarah. “I think it takes a lot of discipline to 
stop at just one small serve.”

2. various answers, adult to check e.g. 
spatula, fridge, stove, cupboard, plates

3. various answers, adult to check e.g. 
Joshua was predisposed to be dishonest. 
A prefix is a letter or group of letters 
placed before or in front of a word to 
change its meaning (e.g. un, re, mis).

Answers

: , ; ? ...

678 664 674

668 672 676

670 680 666

: , ; ? ...

A

B

C

D

E

1 2 3 4 5

   65.92 
      7.83-

   58.09

8 125 15

   72.43      
29.47-

   42.96

136 11 13

   16.74      
8.18-

   8.56

616 14

: , ; ? ...
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4. knight - homophone, in - homophone, 
down - homograph, bat - homophone, 
idle - homophone, whole - homophone,

5. It was time to sort out the contents of the 
shed because it was almost overflowing 
with junk.

6. adult to direct, adult to check,  
12 years old

7. 
9 
10  = 90%, 

37 
100 = 37%, 

7 
25  = 28%, 

9 
20  = 

45%, 
11 
50  = 22%

8. various answers, adult to check
9. ha
10. $12
Week 10 - Day 1
1. In the past when someone had 

pneumonia it was thought that they 
must’ve become too cold however we 
know now this isn’t the case; they’ve 
actually caught a virus. This is why you 
shouldn’t neglect using a tissue, washing 
your hands or covering your mouth when 
you sneeze or cough.

2. Water bottle.  
A theme / subject in a sentence is what 
it is about. It’s the main subject of the 
sentence. (e.g. The nurse was running 
late for his shift. The theme is the nurse). 

3. traversing
4. various answers 

recess - the bathroom cabinet was built 
into the recess of the wall.  
recess - At school we have recess 
at 11am which allows us to eat and 
have a play before we go back into the 
classroom for the afternoon.

5. various answers, adult to check
6. adult to direct, adult to check,  

48 hours 20 mins
7. 

1 
4  - B, 

1 
12  - C, 

2 
3  - A

8. 5,F / 6,C or 6,D
9. m3

10.

Week 10 - Day 2
1. The school nurse stated to the students, 

“Here’s a rather disgusting fact! Most 
of the dust in your house is actually 
dead skin.” She went onto say in horror, 
“Revolting! Isn't it?”

2. deafening
3. libraries
4. rapid - slow, independent - dependent, 

tangy - sweet, luxuriant - plain, urgent 
- unnecessary/unimportant, furnish- 
plain/unfurnish

5. filling, fulfilling, fulfilment, funnel, futile, 
unfulfilling

6. adult to direct, adult to check, 
3  
4  years

7. one hundredth - 0.01 
thirty and one quarter - 30.25 
twenty and three quarters - 20.75

8. and / 14 /            , the / 18 / 
if / 4 /    , but / 2 /   , in / 12 /  
a / 19 /

9. 180m3

10. Cost = $10.50, Change = $39.50

Week 10 - Day 3
1. The photographer’s job at a wedding can 

be very stressful. The event happens only 
once, and the photographer needs to be 
able to capture all the bride’s and groom’s 
most significant moments in a skilful and 
artistic way.

2. Various answers, adult to check  
e.g. The cat crept cautiously and silently 
across the lawn.

3. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. classroom, doorway, woodwork

4. various answers  
e.g. enchanted - enthralled, swathe 
- wrap, traverse - cross, compound - 
intensify, foundation - basis, endurance 
- toleration

5. A
6. adult to direct, adult to check, 

1  
25  

7. $27.85
8. 18 ÷ (3 x 1) = 6, 24 ÷ (8 ÷ 2) = 6 

20 = 12 + (16 ÷ 2)
9. 

10. 13.35 cm
Week 10 - Day 4
1. Are you very good at tongue twisters? 

Well, apparently the most difficult tongue 
twister in the English language is: ‘sixth 
sick sheik’s sixth sheep’s sick.’ Can you 
manage to do it even once?

2. she, she
3. will not
4. a, an, the
5. colon (:) after couch:   

Four people managed to squeeze onto 
the couch: Aunty Anne, Gramps, Dad 
and Peta. 

6. adult to direct, adult to check

7. 800 x 4 = 3 200, 23 = 8, 33 = 27, 92 = 81
8. 

9. 4.7 cm (47mm)
10. He needs 10 bags, they will weigh 150kg
Week 10 - Day 5
1. Wendy had already organised cake 

and party supplies for the weekend to 
celebrate dad’s birthday. We felt quite 
prepared until we realised we’d forget to 
check to see if he’d made plans to play 
golf all day Saturday. He mightn’t even be 
at his own surprise party.

2. except for, in
3. conscience, exhilarating, chauffeur
4. peer or stare
5. various answers, adult to check
6. adult to direct, adult to check, 

201 months
7. 36 = 62, 81 = 92, 100 = 102

8. 54, 48, 42, 36, 30, 24, 18, 12, 6 
Rule: Decrease previous answer by 6

9. 30 cm
10. 2

1 
4

Answers

931 917 927

921 925 929

923 933 919

45˚

95˚

70˚

25˚75˚

____˚60

____˚60

____˚60
____˚110

____˚70

____˚45

____˚45

____˚80

____˚40

____˚110
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